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Council Asked To Take Responsibility For Captives

Breakthrough Seen For Hostages

•
YELLOW RIBBONS — Members of Brownie Troop 592 of Carter Elementary tied 50 yellow ribbons on a small tree by the Calloway County Courthouse for the 50 hostages being held by militants in Iran. The ribbons are
representative of a nationwide campaign hoping for their release. Girls participating were Jennifer Collins, Sandy Hoke, Michelle Gantt, Cheryl Herndon, Karen Dale, Meredith Howe, Robin Shay, Holly Brown, Stacy Walker,
April Lane, Misti Holcomb, Shelly Foust, Amy Thum, Laura Lawson and
Heather Hagood. Troop leaders are Delores Gantt, Brenda Collins, Pam
Hoke, Janice Howell and Carol Holcomb. The ribbons were donated by
luanita's Florist. The troop received the permission for the project from
fudge-Executive Robert 0. Miller.

By The Associated Press
The Moslem militants who have held
some 50 Americans hostage at the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran for 124 days today
asked the ruling Revolutionary Council
to take over responsibility for the captives.
The dramatic development seemed to
signal a major breakthrough toward
ending the crisis. But Iranian
authorities, who have said a final decision on the hostages will not be made
with April or May, had no immediate
comment to indicate whether they now
might be freed sooner.
Just when and how the Americans
will be handed over to the authorities
"will be decided tonight or tomorrow,"
said an embassy militant reached by
telephone by The Associated Press
from Bonn, West Germany.
A Revolutionary Council meeting was
scheduled for tonight to discuss the
situation.
The militants' decision to surrender
the hostages, first reported by Tehran
Radio, appeared to clear the way for a
U.N. investigating commission to meet
with them as planned.
The commission had been preparing
to leave Tehran, but with the news from
the embassy they decided to stay on at
least until Friday.
Tehran Radio quoted the militants'
spokesman as saying:
"We ask the Revolutionary Council to
take over the hostages, that is,
American spies, from us and deal with
them in ,any way it seems appropriate.... Our responsibility is over
for the hostages and we are sure that
the Iranian nation will rectify whatever
deviation that might arise in the pursuance of f the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's)line."

Public Unaware Erosion Tapping
Pocketbooks For Millions Yearly
LEXINGTON — Soil erosion is
costing taxpayers millions of dollars
annually, yet the public doesn't even
know why or how their pocketbooks are
being tapped, U.S. Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) officials report.
Soil loss today from Kentucky farmland, urban construction sites and
strip mines is the worst in this century
with Kentucky having the sixth highest
rate among the states, says Glen
Murray, SCS State Conservationist.
On-the-farm erosion accounts -for a
_ soil loss rate of over 114 million tons
annually, with 20 to 40 percent
presenting long-term sedimentation
problems in the state's rivers,streams,
and lakes.
Murray pointed out that erosion from
urban construction is often 15 to 30
times greater than that from cropland,
and 100 limes greater than soil erosion
from pasture lands or woodlands.Soil losses on newly surface-mined
Land in Kentucky, approximately 24,000
additional acres each year, may total 40
to 100 tons per acre. "Soil disturbance
on this land isn't just to the plow depth,
but may range from 1 to over 100 feet,"
Murray said.
Consumers are paying for soil erosion
with costly treatment facilities for
thinking water, dredging of sediment-

clogged streams, clearing of roadside
drainage ditches and flood repairs.
Because effects of soil erosion extend
far beyond the farm to all of society the
problem cannot be confined to the rural
community, Murray said, but needs the
attention of all Kentucky citizens.
Under the 1977 Soil and Water
Resources Conservation Act (RCA),
the condition of Kentucky's natural
resources was assessed and the public
is being asked to evaluate alternatives
including regulation to limit soil, water
and other resource losses.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) estimates that if current
erosion continues for the next 50 years,
a loss in agricultural productivity equal
to the loss of 23 million acres of
cropland nationwide will result.
"Food and fiber costs will rise accordingly," Murray asserts. "More
fertilizer and pesticides will be needed
to produce each bushel of corn or
soybeans. Soil fertility leaves the land
as the soil washes away."
Over 370,000 acres of Kentucky
cropland need to be returned to a
permanent grass cover, SCS officials
say."One-fourth of the erosion problem
on cropland is from tilling erodable
land that should be in grass or forest,"
Murray explains.
"The other part of the problem is due

to a tremendous increase In corn min
soybean production in the western half
of the state as well as a lack of sufficient measures to control erosion on
forestland that is being grazed."
Today soil conservation measures
are being used on only approximately
34 percent of Kentucky cropland."Such
measures should be used on 100 percent
of the,. sloping cropland to control
erosion," according to Murray.
A Harris poll this fall showed
Americans,7 to 1, accept federal action
to protect farmland from erosion.
USDA wants to know to what extent
Kentucky citizens want such action and
for what part of the land.
An RCA comment period . will run
through March 28 to gauge citizen
opinion. A concensus on USDA policy
directions will have far-reaching effects on conservation programs in
Kentucky and across the nation for
years to come.
"Kentucllians need to realize the real
cost of resource losses and help decide
how to control them," Murray concluded.
The problem of soil erosion does not
only affect the farmers ability to
maintain production levels it also cuts
Into the consumer's supermarket
purchasing power today and in the
future.

Khomeini's role in the decision of the
nulitants was not immediately clear.
But the 79-year-old religious leader met
this morning with President
Abolhassan Baru-Sadr, who has been
trying to assert control over the
militants.
The militants' turnabout was confirmed in a telephone interview with
The Associated Press in Bonn, West
Germany,in which a spokesman for the
captors said they had agreed to give up
responsibility for the Americans
because the government was
"pushing" them to do so.
Tehran Radio also quoted the
spokesman for the militants as saying
the decision was made because of the
dispute with government authorities
over whether the U.N. investigating
commission should be allowed to meet
with all of the hostages,seized Nov. 4.
The militants said they disagreed
with the government stand approving
the visit but that they did not want to be
accused of weakening the revolutionary
regime.
As we have announced in our earlier
statements, we believe that our dealing
with America should be from a position
of strength. And since the proposal for a

By GLENN HITT
' Associated Press Writer .
WASHINGTON (AP)— Small savers
could get some relief from inflationand
the Federal Reserve Board would obtain added powers 'to battle the
economic disease under a compromise
forged by House and Senate conferees.
The panel took action .-Wednesday
that would remove,,
over a period of six
years,the current 5.5 percent ceiling on
passbook interest rates.
In the meantime, bank regulators
would be encouraged to increase
passbook rates "as rapidly as possible"
— at least 2.25 percentage points during
the six-year period.
However, the conferees fell short of
requiring the increases, leaving it up to
a board of five federal regulators to
vote on any boost in the passbook ceiling during the next six years. After
that,there would be no ceiling at all.
This compromise would appear to
disappoint 'many small saver groups
seeking faster and stronger relief. People able to invest a minimum of 610,000
can earn interest rates approaching 15
percent in these inflationary times.
However,the conferees also were trying to meet the concerns of thrift institutions, who say their earnings will
severely erode if forced to pay such
high interest rates to passbook savers
without first expanding their profitmaking ventures.
To this end, the conferees agreed to
allow savings and loan association to increase their volume of consumer loans,
which command higher interest rates
than mortgage loans.
The conferees also agreed to
authorize NOW accounts nationwide as
of Dec 31. These are interest bearing
savings accounts that offer check

neeting between the U.N. commission
and the hostages had come from
America,the grand satan,and not from
the Iranian people, we rejected it," the
. militants said.
"But since the officials and those
iverseeing the matters regard our position as an infringment on the authority
of the government, we therefore invite
the Revolutionary Council to take over
the hostages from us, because we do not
want to be embroiled in a cause which
is in the interest of our enemy and
which will lead to no benefit for our people."
Iranian Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh said the meeting between
the U.N. investigating commission and
the American hostages in Tehran,"has
got to talk place." He said he hoped to
announce today, the Americans' 124th
day of captivity, when it would take
place.
"This meeting one way or the other
has to be effectuated, it has got to take
place, and this is a decision of the
Revolutionary Council, and it's not go
ing to be reversed," Ghotbzadeh said
early today after meeting with the five
U.N. representatives at their Tehran
hotel.

writing privileges. Currently, they are
legal only in New England, New York
and New Jersey.
Fernand St Germain,D-R.I., a major
architect of the compromise, called the
finished product "well balanced" and
voiced optimism it woulcl.survive House
and Senate votes relatively intact.
In a long, harried day of negotiations,
the conferees agreed to proposals that
would:
—Permanently override stateimposed ceilings on mortgage rates,'
while removing, for three years, interest limits on agricultural and
business loans above $25,000. States
would have three years to re-establish
interest rate ceilings.
—Increase the limits on all federal
deposit insurance from $40,000 to
$100,000.
— Allow credit unions to charge 15
percent or more on consumer loans.
Currently, they can charge only 12 percent.

Circuit Court Grand
Jury Returns Seven
Criminal indictments
Seven criminal indictments were
returned this morning in the final
report of the Calloway County Circuit
Court grand jury. The seven people
named in the indictments will be arraigned Friday, March 14.
The members of the February term
of the grand jury returned 23 indictments Feb. 7 before recessing until
Wednesday to consider more evidence.
In addition to the seven indictments,
another case involving a misdemeanor
charge was remanded to Calloway
County District Court.

Kick Off Breakfast For
Red Cross Drive Held
March is Red Cross Month and the
annual kick off breakfast for the
volunteer captains and workers for the
1980 Red Cross Fund Drive was held at
7:45 a.m. Wednesday at the Murray
Holiday Inn.
Approximately 60 persons listened to
the remarks of this year's fund drive
chairman, Robert G. Jeffrey, after the
invocation by Rev. Jerrell White.
Jeffrey said the $12,000 goal for the
1980 drive is slightly higher than in past
years, but does so much for persons in
Calloway County. Jeffrey added he has
"never known the people of Murray and
Calloway County not to arise to the occasion."
Workers are to report to their cap,,
tains by Wednesday, March 12. The
drive will conclude on Wednesday,
March 19.
Other Chairmen include Dr. Marshall
Gordon, Murray State University;
Willie Jackson, Murray City Schools;
and Ron McAlister, Calloway County
Schools.
PLANNING SHOW — The Murray Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) will sponsor
Jeffrey introduced Lucy Wright, exa country musk show at 8 p.m. dr
Thursday, April 3, at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. The
',ecutive secrebiry of the Calloway Counshow wit feature country,gospel and
-7.41.4.zgracs: ;11tr;k: 4long,wit& :.2M-4.`dy. Marty Italabir_s,
ty chapter of the American Re I Cross.
his,.entirR
war1 Walla FoivieL
r2rf. in the
Wright estptatue4 the- -czeir.,..its -of -the
festify Msoieaturedl will luIddie_Thornaion 1r—A mixt
AthturylKwfuxis_conSideted
neViekt-ati.
paeroto- And =Chided-ACE
Resorve seat tickets will be $7.50 Shd $6.50 for the three-hour show. General
admission will be $5. All proceeds .
remarks by stating: "If we ever get to
will go to the FOP. Pictured are (from left) Martin Wells, FOP member; Jerry
Bassel, show,publicity director; Ricky
the point where we can't or won't help
Latimer'FOP president; and Chief ferry Lee,state FOP lodge trustee.
others, we're in trouble."

Some of the activities undertaken by
the Red Cross in Calloway County during the past year show how portions of
the fund drive monies are utilized.
During 1979, Red Cross volunteers
worked 6,000 hours at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The LearnTb-Swim program enrolled 850
students,'while lifesaving classes were
taught to 132 students. Thirty young
people worked as aides in the swim program. .
Forty-six instructors conducted
classes in cardiopulmonary resuscitation, first aid and multimedia during
1979. These classes not only trained people but also helped many businesses retain their Occupational Safety and
Health Administration requirements.
The local Red Cross chapter worked
with a large number of veterans and
widows on income and medical expenses, in addition to providing
emergency *military service to servicemen and their families.
In the area of youth services, a youth
council was formed at Murray High
School. A Christmas party was held for
underprivileged children, Wand an
Easter egg hunt is being planned.
Rpri Cross slap provigiecisoutp,,
kits and shelter, foiocf and clothing for
families who needed help after fires
destroyed their homes.,

The visit was refused Tuesday and
Wednesday by the militants holding the
approximately 50 hostages at the U.S.
Embassy because they had not gotten
direct authorization from Ayatollah
Ruhollah Ichomeini, Iran's revoluaonarY Iader and the only man they say
they will take orders from.
Bani-Sadr said Tuesday night that
Khomeini had given the Revolutionary
Council, which he heads, jurisdiction
over whether the U.N. panel should
meet with the hostages. He said the
council decided the meeting should take
place. But Khomeini did not order the
militants to comply with the council's
3rders,and they remained adamant.
Ayatollah Mohammed i3eheshti, the
council's- secretary. general, said
Wednesday the council would seek Khomeini's advice if the militants continued to block the meeting.
The militants said they would allow
the commission to question five of the
hostages they claimed were implicated
as spies by documents found in the embassy. They said they would let the
panel see all the hostages after it issued
its report and convinced the United Nations the U.S. government and Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi behaved as
criminals in Iran.
Both the U.N. investigators and the
Revolutionary Council rejected these
conditions.
The U.N. commission arrived in
Tehran Feb. 23 with a mandate to investigate the regime's charges against
the shah and the United States and to do
what - it could to resolve the crisis
between the United States and the Iranian regime.
The Carter Administration said it
was given to understand that the commission's work would lead to the speedy
release of the hostages, but the Iranians
said the commission's only purpose was
to hear their evidence against the shah
and the United States. Last week Khomeini said the fate of the captives
would be decided by the new Iranian
parliament, to be elected next month,
and Beheshti said this decision could
not be made until mid-May.

Two Cases
Bound Over In
Preliminaries
Calloway County District Court
Judge Sid Easley determined there was
"probable cause"to believe two crimes
were committed and ordered the cases
bound over to the Calloway County Circuit Court grand jury during
preliminary hearings Wednesday afternoon.
The first hearing concerned a charge
of trafficking in Demerol, a Schedule II
narcotic, against Paula Gordon while
the second hearing for Marc Edwards
and William Atkinson concerned an
armed robbery Of Huck's Convenience
Mart.
The only prosecution witness in the
case against Miss Gordon was Donald
M. Hughes, a detective with the Kentucky State Police narcotics unit. Miss
Gordon, a registered nurse, was
employed at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at the time of her arrest.
Prosecution witnesses in the armed
robbery case included Janice Smith,
Huck's employee on duty at the time of
the robbery; Charles Stephenson of the
Kentucky State Police; county attorney
Max Parker; and deputy Johnny
Rickman.
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mostly cloudy
Becoming mostly cloudy
tonight with a chance of showers
by morning. Lows in the upper
30s to low 40s. Showers likely Friday. Warmer with highs in the
mid 50s.
Extended Forecast
Sunny skies Saturday and Sunday, chance of showers Monday.
Near normal temperatures.
Highs upper 40s to mid 50s. Lows
modtly lOs.,
LAKE LEVELS
Barkley Lake
Kentucky Lake

354.49
354.59
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THE ACES®,RA G CORN. JR
"Wishing without work
like fishing without bait
Fr4nk 7'yger
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•K 10 9 3
11114 J 6
•K 10 32
•A 6

The Aces were ready to
work for their wishes at the WEST
EAST
1980 International Team •J 75
•A Q 8 6
Playoffs held in"Memphis • 11 A5
•10 9 7 4
•Q 7
The work paid off, their •A 9 8 5
•10 84
wishes came true and The •7 5 3 2
Aces will represent the
SOUTH
•4 2
United States at the World
•K 8 3 2
Team Olympiad in the fall
•J 6 4
year.
of this
QJ9
•K
Quoting Henry Francis of
the American Contract
Vulnerable None. Dealer
Bridge League, The Aces North The bidding
played "superlative bridge"
throughout the match as North East South West
they pounded out a convinc- 1•
Pass
Pass I.
1 NT Pass
Pass
ing victory to win by „1.€4. 1•
All pass
2 NT
IMPS.
Today's hand was the first
Opening lead Five of diaone played by Aces Paul
Soloway and Ira Rubin. It monds
spotlights an unusual defensive play to beat a close and Bob Wolff, together
'with Fred Hamilton and
contract.
West (Rubin) led his Mike Passell, join with
fourth best diamond and Rubin and Soloway in lookSoloway (East) won his ing forward to the Olympiad
queen after declarer played competitions scheduled in
low from dummy. What Valkenburg, Holland. where
should East have played at 78 teams, each representing
its country. are expected to
trick two?
With a diamond return, play.
declarer would have had an
easy time. The defensf
Bid with Corn
would get only two spades,
two diamonds and a heart South holds 3-6-B
and declarer would score
his eight tricks. Had Solo•AQ86
•10 974
way led hearts or clubs, the
•Q7
same result would have
•10 8 4
been achieved.
What did Soloway lead? North South
At trick two, he led his low 1•
2•
spade! West's jack forced 3•
out dummy's king, but,
when West gained the lead
ANSWER: Four spades. A
twice with his two 'aces, maximum raise and all the
repeated spade leads face cards rate to be useful
through dummy gave East for declarer.
three spade tricks and the
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
contract was sent one down.
75225.
Playing under my direc- P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Aces
The
captain
tion as
for reply
were three very strong
pairs. Aces Bob Hamman

HOSPIT L PATIENT
Recently ilismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Hugh Adams of Farmington.
Carotid CIr •
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Stone-Riddle J -ozes
Planned April 4

ALPHA OMICRON PI
Sherry Crawford, Jenny
Francis and Hatay Gore of
Murray are new spring
pledges of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority at Murray State
University. New members
recently initiated include
Luana Colson, Julie Peebles,

1Dean.-A611By Abigail Van Buren

Learn to Take
Tension-Break

-Wrangitr

DEAR ABBY: There is a tovely Negro spiritual by the
name of "Slow Me Down. Lawd."
I heard that you once published a pryer by that title
seeral years ago. Could that prayer havt been stolen from
the spiritual of the same name?
Will you please print the prayer and tell us who the
author was and when it was published?
JESSE IN W. VA.

doesn't just
mean cowboy anymore

DEAR JESS: The essay, "Slow Me Down, Lord," was
written 10 ilferd A. Peterson in 1952.
Peterson said that the inspiration for his essay had come
from an old Negro spiritual, but not a word of the spiritual
was used.
According to the author, the essay was written especially
for modern business executives working under tension as a
suggestion to slow down and relax.
I think it's one of the loveliest things I have ever read; its
message is as relesant lode) as it was 28 'ears ago. I shall
print it again with pleasure:
"Slow me down, Lord! Ease the pounding of my heart by
the quieting of my mind. Steady my hurried pace with a
‘isien of the eternal reach of time. Give me, amidst the confusion of my day, the calmness of the everlasting hills.
Break the tensions of my nerves and muscles with the
soothing music of the singing streams that live in my
memory. Help me to -know the magic restoring power of
sleep. !each me the art of making Minute %acations . . . of
slowing down to look at a flower, to chat with a friend, to
pat a dog, to read a few lines from •good book. Remind me
each day of the fable of the hare and the tortoise that I may
know that the race is not always to the swift; that there is
more to life than increasing its speed. Let me look upward
into the branches of the towering oak and know that it grew
great and strong because it grew slowly and well. Slow me
down. Lord, and inspire me to send my roots deep into the
soil of life's enduring values that 1 may grow toward the
stars of my greater destiny. Amen."

IliNN ileverlr June .`tone
and Richard Lee Riddle
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee Stone of Dexter Route 1 announce
the engagement „and approaching marriage of their eldest
daughter, Beverly June, to Richard-Lee Riddle, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Holt of Benton Route 4.
The bride-elect will be a 1980 graduate of Calloway Co-linty
High School.
Mr. Riddle, a 1978 graduate of Marshall County High
School, is presently employed at Walker Boat Yard of
Paducah.
'The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, April 4, at
6 p.m. at the home of the bride-elect's parents' home. A
reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relative are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

and Susie lows, all of Mum ray.
with the latter being given Ao_
award for ideal ple.410.
Among the new officers are
Kate Apperson, vice president, Danna Shipley and
Terry Erwin, panhelleriii
delegates, • and Susie Imes,
rush.
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Streamlined for action. This
straight leg jean has embroidery on back pocket. Sizes 315. Rib knit tank top has a
lace embroidery insert. Creamy
light shades of pink, blue,
yellow and white. Sizes S-M-L.
Wrangler makes both easy-care
... of course!
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I lEAR ABBY: I work is it h a girl ho plans to be married
Today she admitted to me that although she really
e the man, she and her mother think this may be
t
rast chance, and she hopes to hook him before he gets out
rnarr mg mood
t
sTle has four children hy three previous marriages.
T.erv one at work says to keep quiet.
Abb‘. I don't want to see this man used or hurt, but I
nt know him well enough to open my mouth.
I NOrk with the woman, is huh could use- problems if I
a,re, to tip the man 4t and he repeated my warning.
Please suggest something useiul
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DEAR PROBLEM: The word from here is to keep mam.

State University.

Sigma Phi Epsilon at Murray
State University. •

SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
Molly Ross and Kathleen
Stottard of Murray are newly
initiated pledges of . Sigma
Alpha Iota music fraternity
for women at Murray State
University.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Vine Furches, Clay Furches, Lynn Sullivan and Craig
Wildey, all of Murray, are
NEW MEMBER
Mike Kurz of Murray is a newly installed pledges for the
newly initiated member of the spring sems-ter of Pi Kappa
Alpha Alpha pledge class of Alpha fraternity at Murray

TO READ

TANK TOPS
V."- 8 99

CONFIDENTIAL TO DOUBTING DONNA: It's true.
I he Mall Street Journal reported as a business item) that
inside
available for sale is a tiny tape-playing device that fits
voice
a
opened,
is
door
the
time
every
and
or,
• refrigerat
way
says, 'Are you eating again? No wonder you look the
you do. Do yourself a favor and shut the door!"
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
long,
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I with •
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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36 9 36_
Ends Tonite•
-GOING IN STYLE"(PG/
Irr!
KIRX DOUGLAS
%FARRAH FAWCETT
/air/STURM
Chinon/1St •753-3314

Cei:E
He hears
the silence.
He sees the
darkness.

MAKE PUPPETS -- Students in Lennie Hooks' fifth grade class at East Elementary
School observed "I Love To Read Week" by each one making a puppet to represent
the main character in the story from the book read. Using the puppet each student
gave the class a summary of the book. Students are, left to right, front row, John
Devries, Shelly Pittenger, Bill Robertson, Mike Sanderson, Renee Hodges, Carol Bailey,
Faith Morgan, Jamie Phillips; second row, Matthew Atkinson, Darrel Brantley, Cathy
Buchanan, Libby Welch, Derren Marshall, Scott Cook, Scott England, Angela McClard,
Cabit Grogan; third row, Doris Chaney, Eric Ferree, Christy Musser, Jamie Angin, Sean
Terry, Tony Cherry, Mary Vance, Kenny Travis and Larry Joyce.

STARTS
FRIDAY
He's the
only one
who can stop
the killing.

Saveago
on over1300
Fashionable
Patterns!
Choosefrom Twelve Exclusive
Sherwin-Williams Books including:
• Washable•Strippable•Scrubbable
•Pre-Pasted •Fabric-Backed Patterns.

Men's Gospel Fellowship
To Hold Meeting Saturday
Ron Layton of Mayfield will
speak at the Marshall County
Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship to be held Sturday, March 8, at 6 p.m. at the
Gateway Steakhouse, Dr
fenville.
The speaker who says he is a
former drug addict will relate
his experiences and
receovery. He is now activeln
the National 180 Degree Pro-

Single roll
Reg. S399-$26.99

gram which is directed to
helping persons with drug and
alcohol related problems.
Everyone, including the
whole family and young people are welcome, according to
Rudy Holland, president of the
fellowship group. A buffet supper will be served prior to the
meeting and reservations are
not required.

(packaged In double rolls)

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
PLATTER
Ras.$3.35
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$29.99
$28.99
$32.99
$44.99
$63.99

Save on
Save on
Snap-offMae Heavy Duty
Wallpaper Cutter! Watere, Tray!
no-spill
Greatfor cutting
• Wallpaper
• Cardboard
• Vinyl...and
much more!

ONLY

$ 5.99
$19.99
$
$23.99
ear h
431.99
rrg SI 99
$44.99
Sale ends March 31. unless otherwise noted.

Easy-to-us
plastic
431.9
design. ONL y$
Doubles as
planter.
each
rev SS 29

Murray
Southside Shopping
Center-

XAD
Be) AirCenter

Reg

free Amerada,lassistewee. Easy cheap ceireeleeee with Mester Chew sr rise.

$2.59

Our quality.will larap you comia back.

Sire

ALUMINUM
4,4' '$46.99
5' $42.99
6' $49.99
'6' $67.99
8' $95.99
'
WOOD
2 $10.99
5' $28.99
6' $33.99
'6' $51.99
Ladder sale ends April 7
8' $65.99
'
• ammo,rol Grade I adder•
(
191•1 T.•

All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
. Chicken, Frigid Steak with Country Glare
• Baked Potato or French Fries
• A track slats Of Siockade -soma

SIRIDOIN

SEE OUR
DAZZLING ARRAY
OF COLORS
& STYLES TO FIT
EVERY DECOR!

Save MSSOff reg.
price
on All Other Patterns in the Store!

Ladders
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Shopping Hints Are Listed
'IC
'Sind

By RANDOLPH E.SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP — When making up your shopping
lists this month keep pork and poultry in mind, suggests the
Department of Agriculture.
Turkey production in March should be 35 percent to 40 percent above last year, and pork production should be 13 percent to 15 percent ahead of year earlier levels.
Broiling and frying chickens should also be in greater supply than at this time last year.,an increase of 5 percent to 7 percent, the department says.
Beef supplies, on the other hand, are expected to be down 1
percent to 3 percent from last March, although the supply is
listed as adequate because of the abundance of other meats,
according to the department.
Agriculture officials say eggs, inilk and dairy products will
all be plentiful this month, with production increasing
seasonally. Milk production has been larger than last year
for about the past nine months.
Stocks of cheese, butter and nonfat dry milk are also large.
Unless the current cold damages the crop, supplies of
oranges and grapefruit are expected to be plentiful, perhaps
setting a record this season.
Fresh apples are plentiful, as are fresh winter pears, and
supplies Of major carined fruit are adequate.
Fresh and frozen potatoes are plentiful, as are unions. Indeed, onions in storage are at record levels.
Most major processed vegetables are expected to.be plentiful, particularly canned snap beans, corn, green peas,
tomatoes and frozen lima beans, snap beans, broccoli, carrots, cauliflower, corn on the cob,green peas and spinach.
There was a record rice crop, dry beans are plentiful, but
supplies of dry peas are adequate.

By Secretaries Chapter

BIRTHDAY PARTY —'Senior citizens having birthdays in February were honored at a
party held Feb. 20 at the Douglas Community Center. Lunch was served as a part of
the Nutrition Program for the Elderly followed by the party. PR lured, left to right, back
row, Margie Paschall, Myrtle King, Ellen Hodges and Helen Hill, twin sisters, Wallace
Dowdy, front row, Euva Alexander, Eula Mae Garland and Vernon Turner. Not pictured but attending was Isabel! Piazza.

HEALTH
Pass on fructose pills

Down the
(
Kt-Garden Path.

Lawrence L. Larno, M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB
I had
a stroke four years ago I'm
..
ablO to get around and cook
and do light housekeeping but
I tire easily and quickly. I saw
an advertisement for energy
4
;•.;:;:•:::;:::::::::.:
By
MRS.
-73.".W.P. WILLIAMS
tabs containing fructose to
provide energy and pep. Do
I think that this is the first So, with a lot of pruning, that
you know if these are good"
time in all the years I have is where it is going to be put.
DEAR READER - You
So many shrubs are meant
been writing this column that
can get fructose from 'any
I have had five in February, to be specimens for two
fruit that you eat and it's half
as short as that month is. But reasons. One is to keep it
of the sugar in ordinary table
Leap Year does strange from overcrowding
sugar. Yes, it does have enereverything around them. The
things to the calendar.
gy in it and so does table
At least we see the end to other is so that they can be
sugar
adFebruary, which hasn't been shown off to the 'best
Ordinary table, sugar is a
vantage. It seems every
the best weatherwise. Now
combination of glucose and
we can begiin to think of plant has a particular place
fructose hooked together to
form af. disaccharide (double
digging, islanting, fixing, that is best for it. It is up to us
sugar!, thus half of the sugar
poking around in the yard, I') find out just where that
in the bOrfvf is glucose and half
place is., That is why we
finding new sprouts and a
of it is fructose.
—
new crocus or daffodil bud. It continue to learn
When you eat table sugar in
is the most exciting time of sometimes the hard way -any form or any foods prethe year, and the most about soil, fertilizer, water
pared with it. the double sugand the likes and dislikes of
wonderful.
ar is broken apart in the intesten
our
favorite
plants.
Only
I know there will be days
tine by enzymes, leaving you
when we will shiver in a cold can we obtain the best results
ordinary glucose and ordinary
reward
for
our
and
gain
a
real
.
the
chilly
wind,in March, and
fructose. That fructose is no
sturdy,
yet
labors.
A
plant
is
rain will depress us again, but
different than that which you
delicate, and will not respond
saw advertised.
It won't be like the boneunless se meet at least most
Fructose is absorbed into
chilling cold of the February
the bloodstream and broken
wind and rain and snowiThe of their requirements.
I _am so envious of all my, down to carbon dioxide and
thermometer has no place to
water, releasing energy. In
go but up, so let our spirits fieighbors and others all over
the process it has to be contown who say they have
soar with it.
verted to glucose which hapDid you ever plant a shrub crocus blooming. I have little
pens in all of us.
green shoots, showing there is
and after a few years find
I'm sending you The Health
that it grew all out of a bloom down inside, but as
Letter number 3-8. Sugar and
not
a
single
blossom.
I
yet
proportion
and
was
Starch. Carbohydrates. Other
intend to add a couple of
smothering everything
readers who want this issue
hundred bulbs this fall and
around n That has happened
can send 75 cents with a long.
perhaps I can do some early
stamped, self-addressed enveto me. I set out one of those
boasting next February.
lope for it. Send your request
gorgeous things Called
to me, in care-ef this newspaI hope you have all your
Hydran*a Mariesi, with its
per. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
plans ready to be carried out,
big flat blooms, but it has
Station. New York. NY 10019
for in only a very few weeks
obscured my view of the
It will give you the bat
we can be putting Seeds and
street and reached up over
information that you apparlittle plants in the ground.
my head.
ently need about carbohyThat sounds wonderful. It is
It is so beautiful that it
drates,
rejoicing.
time
for.
really
a
should be outin the,middle of
"All carbohydrates, whether
the yard as a specimen_plant. Don't YOU agree?
they'relb fruits, Vegetables,
bread, other cereals or milk
are made up of three single
sugars: glucose, fructose and
galactose_ The tatter occurs
only in milk so almost all the
other carbohydrate foods that
we eat contain glucose and
fructose.
Now, there are lots of reasons for being tired and having a loss of energy which is
your basic problem. About 80
percent of the people who
have a loss of energy don't
have any discernible medical
problem that causes it. Nevertheless, that means about one
out of five do have an underlying medical problem. For that
S
:
41;
71
\
1
reason, I suggest that people
t t*
who have unexplained persistent fatigue should see their
•
doctor for an examination.

that the person can't escape. physical activity. Be sure you
To give you more information are getting all the vitamins
about'the problems of fatigue, and minerals in your diet that
I'm also sending you The you need and that you are eatHealth Letter number 9-6, ing enough. A calorie deficient
Fatigue: Feeling Tired and (i(ct means less energy.
Weary. The information you,
I realize that your stroke
get in that will do a lot more
may have slowed you down
good for you than some frucphysically but if your conditose tablets: a"
tion permits a modest
You might also review your increase in daily __physical
diet. A lot of people who are
activity may make ou feel
lbw on energy either have a
better too - such as a nice
poor diet or don't get enough __daily walk

PRINC_ETON,
— A
seminar
entitled "The
Professional Way - Know the
Way, Go the Way, Show the
Way," sponsored by the
Caldwell-Lyon County
Chapter, The
National
Secretaries Association
(International), will be
conducted on Saturday,
March 22, in the Community
Room, Farmers Bank and
Trust Company, 111 West
-Washington Street, Princeton.
The principal speaker will
be Mrs. Frances Jakes,
Executive Secretary, State
Farm Insurance Companies,
South Central Region, Murfreesboro, Tenn. Mrs. Jakes
has served as president of
NSA at Local, state, and inas
ternational
levels;
chairman and trustee of
and
NSA's
Research
Educational Foundation;
trustee of NSA Home Trust
Fund; member of Future
Secretaries Association
Department and the Institute
for Certifying Secretaries;
and coordinator of the
International Department, to
name just a few areas of
responsibility.
Her involvement is not

limited to NSA — she is also
president of the Murfreesboro
Business and Professional
Women's Club; serves as an
officer of Soroptimist International of Murfreesboro; and
teaches the Women's Sunday
School -Class, First Baptist
Church, and is a member of
the chancel choir. She is a
to
speaker
frequent
secretaries, management,
students, educators, business
and professional women;
authors magazine articles;
and grants reference and
news media interviews.
The seminar will deal with
personal motivation and the
need to be well-rounded,
mentally and physically, to
challenges,
the
meet
responsibilities, and opportunities business
professionals deal with daily;
and is not limited to
secretaries.
The fee will be $12.00, which
includes brunch, and attendance will be limited to 75
persons. Advance registration
is necessary. The deadline'for
registration is March 10, 1980,
and the fee cannot be refunded
after March 15. The seminar
will begin at 10 a.m. and

conclude by 2:30 p.m., with
registration at 9:30 a.m. ,
For additional information,
contact Mrs. Carol Sauer,
Route 4, Box 238, Benton, KY
42025, telephone 502,354-8356;
or Mrs. Joyce Mattingly, CPS,
Route 2, Eddyville, KY 42038,
telephone 502-388-2316.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris. Tenn., was
Lawson Paschall of Puryear,
Term.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Hildred Sharpe of Murray has be :I dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Miss Penny Green of Murray has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Hester Charlton of Hazel.

Oven 1,1day
830P.M.

Open Fr.day
lt1 8.30 P M j

Bright & Breezy
Spring Coats
When Spring blows in you are going to want one
of these beautiful Spring Coats from Bright's.
Wonderfully versatile polyester and poly 'cotton
blends in a tremendous selection of colors will
keep you warm, dry and looking great in what ever
weather this Spring has to offer. See what a
selection of styles we have for you, some with
shirt yoke styling and others with a tailored
front with a belt tie.'..4es 6 through 20, priced
Irom 44.00'to 100.00

SPECIAL PROJECT — Special place cards and favors were
presented by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Unit 827 Woodmen of the World to Fern Terrace Lodge and the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. In the top photo, Marilyn Her.,
ndon, right, sorority member, presents special place cards to Laverne Tapp, administrator at Fern Terrace. In the
bottom photo, Donna Garland, left, sorority member,
presents tray favors for the Long Te
Care Unit, to
Suzanne Seeley, director of Nutritio
t the \MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

4-0V-

Captain D's

Pr_it

Practically Perfect
Spring Dresses

with FREE

16 Oz.soft drink

Often fatigig is associated
with life sittiations. Sometimes that's because of boredom or lack of things that
make life stimulating or interesting, a lack of involvement.
In other instances it's because
of unpleasant life situations

• 2piecesoffish filet

• crispfrench fries
• crealinycoleslaw
•2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
Reg.2.76

only
1st

$ 99
I

mover/.

It Dartocopetng CSOSSin Os

Tuesday Om Saturday

Captain D's.
Murray

New Spring dresses are practically perfect for you this
year. Be feminine, be comfortable, be beautiful and most
of all be yourself in o dress from Bright's that will let
you make your own fashion decisions. There is a complete
selection of styles, colors and fabrics for you to ch cse
from, bright solids, bold stripes, spectacular prints and
delicate sheers with lacy trim, take your pick. Find your
new Spring Dress at Bright's. Sizes 8 through 20 priced
from 34.00 to 62.00

ops

by 8trideRite
The sneakers that fit.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Macon White of Murray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
.PARIS PATIENT
Michael Snow of Puryear,
Tenn., has been a patient at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Term.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Recently dismissed from
the Henry _County General
Hospital, Paris, Term., was
Crawford Hopkins of
Buchanan,Tenp.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Hugh Allen Leslie of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.

Zips' by Stnde Rite" fit better than other sneakers because they
come in more widths and sizes thanany other sneakers made And
because our professional shoe specialists take all4he time necessary to
ensure a healthy fit That means allowing room for proper development.,
noljustfor toes. Out for the rest of the foot as well
Kids like the way bps look, and morns lilre the way they're made,
with tine Stride Rite craftsmanship built into every pair

Naturalizer:
The shoe with the
beautiful fit.
SAMITS
The pump is fashion's first choice this
season, so why not choose the best?
Clean, classic lines, genuine leather,
and o just-righl Mid-heel height-.

8trideRite'AnythIng etse issomething less
7S3-431113
Southside Shopping Cenitr
tudraws shoes Mho rsy N•n6rek y

VICKI
block potent 37.00'
V
.

vie •
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Community Calendar
Friday, March 7
Thursday,March 6
Women of St. John's
Meals for Nutrition ProEpiscopal Church will meet at gram for the Elderly will be
the home of Cindy Hale, Ill served at 12 neon at the
South 10th Street, at 7:30 p.m. Douglas Center. For reservations call 753-8938.
Dairy meeting, sponsored
by the County Extension OfRefresher course in square
fice, will be held at 7 p.m. in dancing will be held at
the West Kentucky Livestock Gleason Hall, North 12th and
and Exposition Center, Col- Payne Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
lege Farm Road.
For information call 436-2577.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Center.

•

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

Demonstration of billiards
General meeting of Greater
by Jack White, national expert, will be held at noon in the Paducah Chapter of Parents
Student Center game room Without Partners will be at the
and at 3 p.m. in the Hart Hall Southside Kiwanis, 1604 South
game room, Murray State Sixth Street, Paducah, at 8
University. This is free and p.m.
open to the public.
Saturday, March 8
Murray Women of the
Mystery Party by Greater
Moose are scheduled to meet Paducah Chapter of
Parents
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Without Partners will start at
8 p.m. in the parking lot of
Solo Group of Greater Avondale
Post OWce, 2927
Paducah Chaper of Parents Broadway, Paducah.
For inWithout Partners will meet at formation call
247-6599.
the Immanuel Baptist clairch,
3465 Buckner Lane,Paducah.
Annual Good Citizens Luncheon will be held by the CapSenior piano recital by John tain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Houston, Almo, will begin at the Daughters of the
8:15 a.m. in the Recital Hall American Revolution at 12
Annex of the Fine Arts Center, noon at the Holiday Inn.
Murray State University.
This is free and open to the
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
public.
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavilidn, College Farm Road.
Life and Learning Course on This is a support group for
"An Introduction to American families and friends of
C.ollectables and Antiques" alcoholics and for information
will begin with classes to be call 437-4229.
from 6 to 9 p.m for five consecutive weeks in Room 113,
Marshall County Full
Wells Hall, Murray State
Gospel Business Men's
University.
Fellowship will meet at 6 p.m.
Faculty recital by Mark . at the Gateway Steakhouse,
Murray, trumpet, and Marie Draffenville, with
Ron
Taylor, piano And harp- Layton,former drug addict,to
sichord, will be presented at 7 speak. Reservations are not
m at the Farrell Recital needed and all interested perp••
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts sons are invited.
Center, Murray State University. This is free and open to
the public.

Saturday, March II
West Kentucky Polled
Hereford Show and Sale,sponsored by West Kentucky Polled Hereford Association, is
scheduled to start at 8 a.m.
Fo• information call Bill
Cherry at 753-8890.
First half-semester courses
end at Murray State University with classes to be dismissed
at noon for the spring break.
Telltple Hill Chapter No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at the lodge hall at 7
p.m.
Purchase
Jackson
Historical Society will meet at
6:30 p.m. -- at the Calloway
County High School Cafeteria
with Dr. Glenn Wilcox as
speaker. Note change from
place announced Wednesday.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen Hall with
Blackie Alverson as caller.

Ladies Luncheon
Is Wednesday
At Country Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club will open the
new club ygar with a ladies
day luncheon and bridge on
Wednesday, March 12, at 12
noon at the club.
Reservtions for the luncheon should be !bade by noon
on Monday by calling the
chairman, Sheila Grogan,
phone 753-0816, or Marilyn
Adkins, phone 753-7722. Other hostesses will be
Vickie Baker, Janice Howe,
Jean Carol Ridley, Sandy
Brannon, Janie Ryan, Vicki
Miller, Vicki Holton, Carla
Rexroat, Cathy Young, Cheryl
Beamer, Faye Austin, Judy
Fitts and Shirley Denham.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Eleanor Diuguid
and Mary Watson as
hostesses.

Organ Recital To Be

Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees are scheduled to meet.
Friday,March 7
World Day of Prayer' Program, sponsored by Church
Women United, will be held at
10 a.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church with the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White as speaker. Coffee will be served at 9:30 a.m.
The public is invited to attend.
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Exhibits by Robert Cooper
Felker, Paducah, graphic
design, and Marty Vaught,
Owensboro, drawing, will be
on display at the Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, today through March 26.

Presented On Monday
The Paducah Area Chapter
of the American Guild of
Organists will present Ann
Colbert Wade, organist, in
concert on Monday, March 10,
at 7:30 p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Mayfield.
A native of Louisville, Mrs.
Wade began her organ study
at Georgetown College. She
completed her course work for
the Music Doctorate at Indiana University from which
she also received the Master
of Music degree as a student of
concert organist Clyde
Holloway.
Mrs. Wade has been the
Director of Music at Christ
Evangelical Lutheran Church,
Jeffersontown, since 1976.
Prior to that she served as interim organist-choirmaster
and as organist-choirmaster
at two churches in Louisville:

In 1968 Mrs. Wade was a
competitor in the National
Organ Playing Competition of
the American Guild of
Organists after having won
the regional competition in
Chicago. She also won the
Gruenstein Memorial Organ
Conest of the Chicago Club of
Women organists in 1971. She
has played recitals for AGO
chapters and other groups
throughout the mid-west and
south.
Her program will include
works by Messiaen, Daquin,
Bach, Alain, Brahams and
Durufle.
No admission will be charged and the public is invited to
attend the concert and the
reception to follow in the
fellowship hall of the church,
located on Eighth Street,
Mayfield.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
UK ready. lf this is mmpossible tell them when to
come and collect.

Courtship Brings Results
For Two Older Persons
By SCOTT KRAFT
Associated Press Writer
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) Their long-distance courtship
was whirlwind, lasting all of a
week. But when 75-year-old
Bill Howard jetted from
California to meet Lena
Bowman on Feb. 23 he
"couldn't propose to her fast
enough."
"The sooner the better," his
69-year-old admirer said.
,Two -.weeks ago, these
skightly senior citizens were
alone, lonely and 1,500 miles
SEWING CONTESTANTS - Maudena Butterworth, left, apart.
A romantic twist of fatewill be the adult contestant and Paulette Kelly, right, will
put them in touch on Valenbe the student contestant, representing the Murray
tine's Day. And they're getWoman's Club, at the sewing contest to be held by the
ting married this weekend.
First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Why the hurry?
Clubs to be hetd Saturday, March 8, at Marion with the
"We're old enough to know
Marion club as host. June Crider of the Home Departwhat we want, so why wait?"
ment of the Murray Club was in charge of the local con- said the Wichita bride.
test. Mrs. Butterworth models her beige polyester gabar- "Besides, we've got a lot of
dine suit and matching blouse while Miss Kelly models living to do."
"She's got me and I've got
her blue wool suit with matching blouse. Mrs. Buther
and I don't think you could
terworth, a retired employee of the Merit Clothing Compry us apart if you tried,"
pany, is a member of the Home Department of the club.
Howard said. "She's a doll. I
Miss Kelly, a sophomore at Murray High School and
just know someone upstairs
home economics student of Mrs. G. T. Lilly, is the
who's greater than all of us is
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kelly of Murray. All three
the one who arranged this."
pieces including the coat, skirt, and blouse had to be
Howard, whose second wife
made by the contestant to be eligible for entry.
died last year, met Lena by
telephone while searching for
a woman he met on a bus ride
through the Midwest last summer.
But the 70-year-old Kansas
woman got off the bus before
Mrs. Sherry Oliver, Rt. 3,
Howard could woo her. And all
3480
Mayfield;
Mrs. Bertha M.
he knew was her name,"Mrs.
*NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
C. Thompson."
Hopkins, baby girl, ( Nan- Boyles, Rt. 2, Box 267A,
%Ago; Mrs. Mary E. Trotter,
The retired aircraft worker
cy ), Rt. 1, Box 5, Kirksey.
placed an ad in the Wichita
Miller, baby boy,(Georgia), 1808 Lone Oak Road, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ida D. McDougal,
Eagle and Beacon, hoping she
Rt.6,Box 74,A, Benton. .
At 8, Box 965, Murray.
would see it and contact him.
DISMISSALS
Mary L. Montgomery, New
She never did. !
Mrs. Clara B. Coomer, R1.1,
Meanwhile, Mrs. Bowman,
Benton; Mrs. Hazel W. Patter- Concord-,-Hilary L. Dunn, Box
diverced after 43 years of
son, New Concord; Trois V. 783, Paris, Tenn.; Robert T.
marriage, had left her
Perry`, 402't North First Howard, Fern Terrace, MurWashington, D.C., home to
Street, Murray; Bura M. Ed- ray: Mrs. Mary Geneva Hatlive with her daughter in
wards, Rt. 1, Box 55, Murray; cher, 701 South Ninth Street,
Wichita. When she read about
Mrs. Betty L Kelso,806 Sunny Murray; Mrs. Myrtie N. Ellis
Howard's search, she called
Lane, Murray, Mrs. Marcia t expired) Rt. 6, Box 283, Murhim at his Newport Beach
M. Fennell, Rt. 3, Calvert Ci- ray; William R. Whitis expired) 518 South 13th Street, ,
home. .
ty.
After a week of twice-a-day
David S. Gallimore, Rt. 1, "Murray.
Puryear, Tenn..; Howard B.
Anderson, 13702 Crooked
Creek, Pflugerville, Texas;
Charles 0. Smith, Rt. 7, Box
KAPPA DELTA
194, Mayfield; Billy Barnett,
Francie Outland. and Jan
Rt. 2, Hazel; Alpha M. Cook,
E13 Fox Meadows, Murray; Rase of Murray are newly; inMrs. Betty S. Williams. 709 itiated members of Kappa
Delta Sorority at Murray
Sycamoe,Murray.
Mrs. Vickie S. Wring, Rt. 4, State University. Leslie
Box 184, Hickman; Mrs. Grogan of Murray is a
Margaret P. Blalock, 311 member of the Alpha Alpha
North 10th Street, Murray; pledge class.

IIOSPIIR NEWS

phone calls, Howard hopped a
plane to Wichita teith two wedding rings in his pocket to
meet "this splendid woman."
Mrs. Bowman, wearing a
silk rose in her hair, and
Howard, in a tweed sports
jacket, greeted each other
with a kiss.
"We're pretty darn goo,'
kissers," Mrs. Bowman annouficed.
"I feel like I've known him
forever," she said. "I think
there should be more ways for
senior citizens to get together,
that's what we need to keep
from dying of loneliness."

After an informal church
wedding on March 1, they plan
to honeymoon in California,
visit Howard's children and
pick up his Social Security
check. Then Howard will
move to Wichita.
What about the bus rider
who once stole Howard's
heart?
'• Let's forget about that," he
says. "That didn't happen, but
this did. At my age, you pick a
mate you want to finish out
your life with and I have
When I saw Lena,that was it. I
was long gone,"
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Mrs. coles Is Honored
With Baby Shower
The Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank as the scene of
a baby shower given in honor
of Mrs. Allen (Karen) Coles on
Thursday,Feb. 28.
Mrs. Ruetta Turner, Mrs.
Joan Coles, Mrs. Sue Vance,
Miss Dwania Coles, Mrs.
Shirley Coles and Mrs. Jo
Darnell were the hostesses.
Games were directed by
Mrs. Joan Coles with the door

Mr./W/04

prize being won by Mrs. Wanda Henry.
The honoree opened her
gifts which had been placed on
a table covered with a blue
cloth and decorated with pink
and blue streamers. Centering
the table was a pink and blue
floral arrangement and a
stork statuette.
Dwania Coles presided at
the register table and the
guests signed a baby book
given to the honoree by her
grandmotherr • Mrs. Edna,Tucker.
Refreshments were served
at the table overlaid with a
pink cloth under a heirloom
lace cloth. Cakes decorated
with pink sugar bootees,
mints, nuts, and -punch were
served by , Mrs, Shirley Coles
and Mrs.Sue Vance.
Present or sending gifts
were 110 persons.
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BEANE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Roy
Beane of El Dorado, Ark., are
the parents of a baby box,
Daniel Roy,. weighing nine
pounds 12 ounces, borh on
Monday, March 3, at the
Union Memorial Hospital at
'El Dorado.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Beane of Murray
Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Griffith of El Dorado,
DISMISSED
Ark. Great grandparents are
David Peelee of Puryear,
Mrs. Bessie Baker of Murray
Roaute 1 and Mr. and Mrs. J. Term., has been dismissed
0. McWilliams of El Dorado. from Lourdes Hospital,
Padecah.
Ark.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
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FOR FRIDAY MARCH 7, 1980
What kind of day will dicated. New romantic intomorrow be? To find out what terest possible. Listen to an
BULLETIN BOARD - Students in Mary Jane Key's fifth gra
at
t
mentary
the stars say, read the old friend. Watch erratic p.m.
School recently constructed a bulletin board for for the"' Love To Read Week.'Each
forecast given for your birth beha vior.
student read a book and then drew a picture to relate to the book they read. A report
Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
was written on each picture and they were hung on the wall. Students are,left to right,
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
(1100
An office get-together may
ARIES
back row, Kelly Burkeen, Carol Cunningham, Amy Allbritten, Connie Ross, Angela
(Mar.21 to'Apr. 191 dr41
4 lead to romance. Otherwise,
Hendrick, Tabitha Johnson; third row, Chris Lewis, Cliff Pittman, Bobby Allen, Kelly
This is a favorable time for you'll accomplish , more
Slater, Keith Chadwick, Jimmy Copeland, Michael Crass, second row, Celisa Banderra,
adding to your wardrobe. New behind the scenes than from a
Danna Underhill, Andrea-Hudgins, Gaye Houston, Kim Bynum, Deneshia Wilson, Gina
ideas about financial matters limelight position.
Williams, Connie Moore; first row, Kelly Pittenger, Stacy Taylor, Monica Satterwhite,
will pay off. Rapport with CAPRICORN
Carla Myers, Pam Batey, LeeAnn Rayburn.
close ones gives you con- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
A time to enjoy love and
fidence.
travel. Attendance at a
TAURUS
cultural event may bring
(Apr. 20 td May 201
You're in a romantic mood romance. Friends are helpful,
and have every reason for it. but expect the unexpected at a
_Love ties grow stronger under party. today's beneficial influence. AQUARIUS
Have fun!
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Both work and play are
GEMINI
AL
(May
to June 20) 11.61
,
1- rewarding now. Love birds
You're plodding along with may want to enjoy each
a work project and then other's company at home base
suddenly you find new in- now. Be open to new career
spiration. A time for loved chances.
ones to share quiet moments. PISCES
CANCER
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
(June 21 to July 22)0
0 A short trip together
A local visit could lead to a enhances closeness. The
romantic introduction. Short accent is on sharing feelings.
weekend jaunts should prove A visit to someplace new
fun. A loved one may surprise widens your general outlook.
YOU BORN TODAY are
you, catch you off guard.
more intellectual than the
LEO
DRESSES
typical member of your sign.
(July 23 to Aug. 221 J24
the
beauty
know
in
truth
You may want to buy a You
luxury item. You'll indulge and can succeed in any mental
your good taste now, but line. Writing, teaching,
•SKIRTS
Reg. to 22"
watch extravagances. Close photography, film, music,
criticism and psychology are
allies seem unpredictable.
•VELOUR TOPS
Reg to 22"
some of the fields in which
VIRGO
you'd find happiness. Once
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
•HANDBAGS
Rep
Travel may lead to love. you overcome your own
You're mentally keen and can tendency towards depression,
find solutions to a variety of you'd make a good counselor.
*MANS
11°
9'7"
questions. Take thelnitiative.. For success, you need a good
education and, also the
„e SWEATERS
LIBRA
Reg 18“
•BETTER NCEME Reg to 16"
courage to be original If you
.•PANTS
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
Reg io 22"
There's a secretive quality do your own thing,you'll make
"DRESSY mugs Reg. 18" '
...siabout_romance now, perhaps. _ a valuable contribution in
"SHIRTS
Reg 19"
deeper feelings •thaii you're- yotseniid. rfattreet1==tliw411NAGNALLY AlW/ITISED MISSES
acelistomed to. New per- ability and can succeed in law,
SPORTSWEAR COONONATES
science and banking. Birspectives about finances.
Reg, 19"
thdate of: Maurice Ravel,
SCORPIO
Hrs.
composer; Anna Mignani,
Central Shopping Center
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
NW 10-9 Mon..Sot
actress; and Luther Burbank,
Partnership rapport inMurray Ky
4/
111, maim
horticulturist
Sunday 1 - 5
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FINAL DAYS of our•
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Senaie Bill 23
Should Be Stopped
A bill is currently winding its
way through the Kentucky,
Senate that could have major
implications for every citizen of
the Commonwealth.
That measure,Senate Bill 23,
proposes to eliminate the requirement that public agencies
publish in local newspapers
financial data such as annual
budgets and statements revealing how tax dollars have been
spent.
It is our firm belief that the
business of every public agency
is public business and that the
people of Kentucky should not
yield their sovereignty to the
agencies which serve them.
To quote from the 1974 Kentucky Open Meetings bill:
.the people, in delegating
authority, do not give their
public servants the right to
decide what is good for the
public to know and what is not
good for them to know; the people insist on remaining informed so they may retain control
over the instruments they have
created.
Public notice advertising
plays a unique role in the process through which this coun.try's democracy is preserved.
Its one premise is that people
must be informed if they are to
govern themselves competently.
We think it behooves every
citizen of Kentucky to contact

their represent4ives in
Frankfort (Calloway County's
are Sen. Rick Weisenberger
and Rep. Freed Curd)and urge
them to defeat this bill, which,
if approved, will strip away
even more of every citizens'
basic rights.
A FOOTNOTE:
Some people, particularly
politicians
who sponsor
measures such as this, think
that newspaper support of
public notice advertising is
totally self-serving. That's just
not so.
Newspapers support public
notice advertising primarily
because of our strong, undying
belief in the "peoples' right to
know" philosophy.
Yes, public notice advertising is "paid advertising." But,
more often than not, the
newspaper realizes little or no
profit from such advertising
because of the high costs of
composing line-after-line of
body type necessary for such
advertising.
In a way, public notice advertising is a joint public service
on the part of both the government agency and the
newspaper involved.
We think it should stay just
like it is so that the citizens of
our community and our state
can know exactly how their
elected officials are spending
their tax dollars.

Balancing Federal Budget
Seen As 'First Priority'
By ROBERT PARRY
the bleak options facing Congress if the
_ projected 1981 deficit is to be
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Lloyd
eliminated.
Bentsen, a leading advocate of a tax cut
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
to spur business investment said today
Senate Budget Committee chairman,
that despite the need for a tax reducdescribed the meeting as an "education, balancing the 1981 federal budget
tion" session to "spell out the '80 and '81
must be the "first priority."
budget facts and options that I feel we
But the Texas Democrat, chairman
have to answer."
of the congressional Joint Economic
According to senators who took part,
Committee, also told the Senate Budget
Muskie explained that balancing the
Committee that a $25-billion tax cut
budget would mean tough political
should take effect in the surnmer of
choices in cutting popular programs
198L He said the cost of such e"modest
supported by powerful interest groups.
tax cut" would mostly be felt in fiscal
However, Carter and Congress have
1982, which starts Oct. 1,1981.
been under increasing public pressure
"Our first priority must be to work
to balance the 1981 budget since
toward a balanced budget," Bentsen
January's inflation rate of 1.4 percent
said. "But I am convinced that we also
— which translates to an annual rate of
need to begin planning now for a
more than 18 percent — was announced
modest tax cut on the order of $25
last month.
billion to take effect in the summer of
1981."
However,even if most of the tax cut's
effect is delayed until fiscal 1982. Bentsen's proposal would require additional
spending cuts to balance the 1981
By Kea Wolf
budget.
In our age, when seeing is believing,
Battle lines are already forming on
we can stand to be reminded that
Capitol Hill for what could be a titanic
reading has its value. The "print
political struggle over where to cut to
media"can give us more details as well
balance the 1981 budget. "It's going to
as the opportunity to reread and reflect
be blood,"one senator said.
upon their meaning. But perhaps the
President Carter's proposed 1981
clearest advantage of a newspaper over
budget,submitted on Jan. 28, calls for a
a television set is described in these
$16-billion deficit, and congressional
words from the columnist James
budget specialists say the actual deficit
Reston:
could be as high as $25 billion.
One of the great things about a
Bentsen and Rep. Clarence Brown of
newspaper Is that...you can throw
Ohio, ranking Republican on the
away what you don't want, and the
economic committee, said more than
ads don't sing.
half of the tax cut should go to en,e•
courage higher savings and business inABOUT THIS PAGE
vestment.
Editorials, columns and other
They claimed the tax cut would imopinionated articles on this page are
prove the sagging U.S. productivity
presented for tbe purpose of
rate and slightly reduce inflation.
providing a forum for the free
Even as Carter continued work on a
exchange of differing opinions.
package of $20 billion in possible budget
We at The Murray Ledger &
cuts, Democratic senators met for
Times strongly believe that to limit
about two hours Wednesday to go over
ooinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
WRITE A LETTER
philosophy of this newspaper would
Letters to the editor are welcomed
be a disservice to our readers.
and encouraged. All letters must be
Therefore, we encourage readers
signed by the writer and the writer's
who do not agree with an editorial
address and phone number must be
stand or the ideas presented by an
included for verification. The phone
individual writer in a column or
number will not be published.
other article, to respond with their
Letters should be typewritten and
feelings on the particular issues
double-spaced whenever possible
being discussed with a letter to the
and should be on topics of general
editor.
interest.
By the same token, if an issue has
• Kditors reserve the • right to •
not been discussed on this-page and
condense or reject any letter anti
a reader feels that the•issue merits
limit frequent writers.
-aidertiion of the gentoral puollr,- Address correspondence to:
we welcome a letter to the editor or
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
an authored article on whatever that
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42Q71.
topic might be.
-
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From The 3rd Reader To Singing
To Dr. Carr In Training School
Last Thursday, I shared with you
of the Normal School at the time, and
some of Murray's early history as
Mrs. Jenkins recalls how the
passed along to me by Mrs. Bella Gibbs
youngsters would jump to their feet
Jenkins of Madisonville. A native
whenever he appeared at the door and
Calloway Countian, Mrs. Jenkins now is
sing:
a counselor of Madisonville Community
"Howdy do, Dr. Carr, howdy do! Is
College,and in a letter she sent me.she
there anything we can do for you? We
told about life in Murray in her early
will do it if we can; we will stand by
days. Here are some of the things she
you,a man! Howdy do,I.Can,howdy
wrote about her school days.
do!" The school's first president would
++++++
smile, wave and move on.
Mrs. Jenkins' first school "through
++++++
the 3rd Reader" was at Nqrth Pleasant
On the first day of May every year the
Grove near Penny. Her teachers were
school would stage an extravaganta —
Miss Irene Lawson and Ws.'Naomi — dancing the Maypole.
They would
Sutbblefield.
string garlands of flowers and white
When she was seven years old, her
clover tied together for decorations.
family moved from the farm near
"Keeping the ribbons of the Maypole
Penny, and for part of one year, she
straight and laced as they should be
attended the Hardin school, on 121
was quite an accomplishment," she
North near the J.C. Kemp farm. Miss
wrote. "If they were not done properly
Meadow Hide was her teacher. Miss
while winding, they certainly would not
Huie lives at 725 Riley Court here in
unwind properly."
Murray now,and is one of our Jeffrifs
Their winter production was the
Ledger & Times subscribers.
Christmas Carol Cantata, staged with
"Rex Huie drove her to school and
the upper grade students of the Murray
picked me up every day," Mrs. Jenkins
Training School and Murray High
wrote. "The only thing I remember
School — 500 or more of them — on
about that school was that we gave a
bleachers of the stage of what they
play and hung white sheets on wires for
called "the Big Auditorium," or Lovett
the curtains."
Auditorium as we know it today.
For her next school year, Mrs.
• "We were all dressed in white," she
Jenkins entered the Training School at
recalls, "and we waited in great anthe new Murray State Normal School.
ticipation to see our beautiful music
The school was held in what is now
teacher and director, Miss Gwendolyn
Wilson Hall,at that time the newest and
Haynes, appear on the stage in her
second building on the campus.
glittering
gown, which
was
+++++
breathtaking to me.
Because she was from a rural school,
"We had to sing enunciating Christher mother felt it best that she be "put
MAS not Christ-MUS, and other words
back" from the 3rd Reader into the
of the song to perfection. The big
second grade.
auditorium was usually packed for
Dr. John Wesley Carr was president
these occasions.
+-4-44-4-4-440-44-4-4-44-4
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State tax board ordered Calloway County to double its assessments, otherwi4e the schools stood to lose its proportionate share
of school equalization aid. Calloway County had, within six years,
increased its property assessments from $8 to $12 million. The
demand that Calloway County must again double its assessment,
was to grossly extend the inequities already existing in the assess• ment system. Forty other districts in the state were likewise
threatened to loose school funds.
Gov. Earl Clements called a special session early in the year
of 1949 to effect a drastic change in the state tax collection and
assessment systems. The broad proposals included virtual administration take-over from the county to be centralized in Frankfort. Inasmuch as your representative was a bit versed in property
tax systems, it fell his lot to oppose the proposals. Sufficient opposition was mustered to force the state to withdraw and compromise,
nevertheless, the administration handily passed the oppressive meas‘
ures. Fortunately, in later years the full execution of the revised
property tax laws fell into limbo when more equitable tax laws
were enacted to provide the needed revenues.
Average tobacco price paid in Calloway County for the crop
being sold early in the market year 1949 was $30.15 per hundred
pounds. For a week in February sales were postponed because of
a record downpour of rain Monday, Feb. 14, 1949, that sent Clark's
River out of its banks to the railroad tracks, surrounding the loose
leaf floors. The river crest was the highest remembered by any
resident of the county.
-An ugly MSC incident occurred when a cross was burned in
front of the residence of Dean of Women Dorothy Brown, in addition to a shot being fired into an upstairs window. The dissention
Is believed to have been the result of a controversy resulting from
stricter rules governing *Women students. At least, it wis among
if not this first open break occurring at murray 5bire...bevimen
students and administration. Incidentally, Matt Sparkman was appointed dean of students May 30, 1949.

To Be Continued

The National Forsenic League of
Murray High School won first place in
the regional drama competition held at
Murray State University, and will now
enter the State Drama Festival at Lexington March 12 to 14. Cast members
are Mark Tinsley, Hollis Clark, Don
Lampkins, Molly Stubblefield, Jimmy
Pasco, and Mark Ertherton. Crew
members are Dave Garrison, Dan
Tinsley, Jayda Stuart, Wanda McNabb
and Barbara Howard. Directors are
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Beshear,
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sally
Belle Crutcher, 80, John Shackelford,
78, Charlie Myers, 82, and Jacqueline
Trevathan,44.
Sharon Underwood, Mark James,
Barbara Rose, Charles Rushing, Ruth
Ann Barrow, Dwayne Fulkerson,
Elizabeth Nance, Johnny Mac Miller,
Jackie Budzka, Terry Smith, Gayle
Johnson, Don Bailey, Glenda Lee,
Terry Stubblefield, Carolyn Venable,
Danny Chapman, Debbie Dixon, Steve
Erwin, Deanna .Cooper, Gary Crutchfield, Katie Counts,and Rehina Owen
are seniors named to Who's Who at
Calloway County High School.
North Marshall beat Benton in the
opening game of the Fourth District
High School Basketball Tournament
here. High team scorers were Dale
Hughes for North and Dennis Owens
and Torn Thompson for Benton.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Don Bucy and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rietveld, both on
March 3.

20 Years Ago
++++++
When she reached the 5th grade,
where Miss Naomi Maple was her
teacher, Mrs. Jenkins recalled that her
class Was moved to the'new Murray
State Training School building.
She graduSed there in 1936 after half
of her sophomore year and all of her
junior year had been spent at Murray
High School because the Training
School had been forced to close because
of the Depression.
"It was traumatic for me to have to
move to a rival school, and we were
crowded, but I resnember some nice
kids and wonderful teachers there,"
she wrote.
"Charlotte and Charles T. Yarborough shared their locker with me,
and Charles T. had football equipment
in it, so there really was not much room
for three people, but we made it."
Charles went on to play football at
Murray State and worked with the L
NRailroad in Louisville for manyiryears
before his death not long ago.
The late Ted Sanford was her principal and physics teacher at Murray
High. Ty Holland was teaching history;
Walter Moser, biology; Miss Frances
Sexton, English; Miss Marry limiter,
mathematics; and W. J. Caplinger was
superintendent of schools and taught
psychology.
At the Training School, Cannon
Graham was one of her principals, and
her favorite teachers included Miss
Clara Rimmer, English; Miss Roberta
Whitnah, science; Miss Grace Wyatt,
biology; Miss Nadine Overall, English;
and Miss Margaret Campbell, history
and economics.
Also, while she was at the Training
School, Dr. Rainey T. Wells became
Murray State's second president, and
the students attended chapel eirillkises
regularly in the Big Auditorium and
would sing Dr. Wells' favorite song,
"Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes."
++++++
These were the Depression Years,
and Mrs. Jenkins went on in her letter
to describe what life was like in her
home and family during those trying
times. Thursday, I'll share those experiences with you.
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The Murray City Council voted to
purchase additional land for the
cemetery. This will be 13k4 acres with
the price to he $8,500.
The•DeeaBank of Hazel was entered
the night of March 4; however entrance
to the vault was not obtained. Only $26
in cash and a 30 caliber pistol were
missing from the outer office.
A history of Kirksey School, written
by. Mrs. J. V. Stark, is published today.
She said the land for the school was
donated by Charlie Clark and money
for the building was raised by public
subscription with most of the work
donated by citizens of the community.
South Marshall beat Benton and
North Marshall beat Murray Douglas in
games of the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament here.
High team scorers were Weaver for
South, Peak for Benton, Spiceland for
North and Cooper for Douglas.
The Rev. Hal Shipley is serving as
pastor of the -Spring Creek Baptist
Church.

30 Years Ago
Larry G. McLean, chief naturalist,
Tennessee Division of State Parks,
Nashville, Tenn., will head the list of
camping specialists at the Kentucky
Lake Camping Conference to be held at
Murray State College on March 10 and
11.
Deaths reported include John D.
Hamilton,78,and Thomas(Tobo)Ray.
Stephen Curtis Doran,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Doran of Murray, has been
appointed an honorary page in the Kentucky House of Representatives by
Barkley Jones, Calloway County
Representative.
• The Rev. W.S. Evans of Paris, Term.,
will speak at the opening session of the
Murray Sub-Disrict Leadership Training School to start tonight at the First
Methodist Church here. The Rev.
Frank Blankenship of Murray will lead
the singing.
"Crocus blooming in the yard of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Charles on Broad
Street," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 6, the 66th
day of 1980. There are 300 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 6, 1836, the Alamo fell to
Mexican attackers after a 13-day seige
in San Antonio, Texas. The 186
defenders, including U.S. scout Davy
Crockett,fought to the last man.
On this date:
Ten years ago, Alexander Dubcek,
the ousted Czechoslovakian Communist
party leader, was suspended from the'
party.
Five years ago, Iraq and Iran announced a joint agreement to end a
long-standing border dispute.
Last year, the Justice Department
said it was possible a special prosecutor
would be named to look into the operations of the Carter peanut warehouse.
Meanwhile, Billy Carter, the president's brother, was admitted to a
California hospital to be treated for
alcoholism.
Today's birthday: TV personality Ed
McMahon is 57.
Thought for today: Man is the only
eternal that blushes — or needs to. —
Mark Twain 11835-1910)
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Honor Rolls At
County Elementary
Schools Released
The honor rolls for the 'Ann Rayburn, Connie Ross,
fourth sixth weeks' periods at Monica Satterwhite, Kelly
the three Calloway County Slater, Stacy Taylor, Danna
Elementary Schools-East, Underhill, Angela McClard
North, and South Marshall- and Faith Morgan.
have been released by the
Sixth Grade--Marty
various schools.
Andetson, Michael Bryan,
Names released by the
Mickey Garrison, AMU& Hill,
schools are as follows:
Regina Peeler, Lori Roberts,
Teresa Rose, Marjie Soulier,
EAST
Alicia Stubblefield, Laura
Fifth Grade--Bobby
Lisa Meador, Julie
Alton,
Allen, Shalisha Bandarra,
Seeling, Shane Wall, Darin
Kell Burkeen, Jamie Anglin
Loftis, Jenny Bell, Jolene
and .Eric Ferree, all A's;
Aeschliman, Shan Childress,
Donald Brandy, Lori Claud,
James Daniels, Michelle
Penny Futrell, Tina Morris,
Garland, Jennifer Jarrett,
Angela Hendrick, Tabethia
Tim Weatherford and Pam
Johnson, Connie Moore, Lee
Torsak.

204 N. Brewer
Downtown Paris, Tenn.
(901)642-9019

SALE
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
MARCH 7th & 8th

Comforters
20% OFF
Printed Drapes
20% OFF
Pleated Sheers
Bedspreads 20% OFF
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Kills rots
and mice
Ready Mixed
1 Pound
-‘•
$1 39

A

Vicks
Nyquil

Seie

Jamboree Pure
Preserves

Automatic
Dishwasher
Detergent

I

I

Name

Name

Woolite
Liquid

for

car
home
boat
patio

deqgns

Jergens Soap
Selo

Armour
Vienna

4 Ole, VOC•

_

Sausage

39c

Downy A
Fabric
Softener
3301

Lotion MIld Bath Size

964

5 oz
Can

iumoto
VIENNA SAUSAGE

' Coldwater Wash
For All Fine Washables
8 oz. Bottle

ttloolite

Jergens
Lotion

964

2 434
hers

Rainbow Rug Runner

sin.11 Wicker Fan

Ideal For Door Mot or Hallway
Size 24x60

With Flowers
No. 90-02
Small Wicker Dipper
With Flowers No. 90-0202
Decorative Wicker Fan or
dipper to accent any decor

$1,50
Carillon
Shower
Curtains

$400
Selo Seer Chas

Sole

'

amoorm.
""T"
•.
44,
'
4
"
,

4

No 130

4.4

,Woven Fruit or
Bread Basket

With 12
matching
shower rings
assorted colors

00

10" Basket

$3

so.

for

$1 00
II

Comfortable
expansion

A

, Model
,. 4300

"
bond holds unit to bock
of hand, your fingers set
the action for soothing,
relaxing, penetrating,
Swedish style message

Aladdin Futura Plastics Sale
Sale Your Choice
Laundry

Prip
Mate
No. 2211

Basket
No. 2510

$1 SO
sack

6:1111W

Ste* Swots
Capitol Kailas,
Frankfort, Ky.40601

I

HOLDER

$1 00

694

4EWI

Npvg

`evametir

Round Basin
loot.
No. 2311

Bowl
4 Qt.
No. 2110

Colonder
4 Qt.
No. 2210

1%.

•
•

I Address

Beverage
Holder
8 for

• 2 lb. Can
Chocolate Flavor

mi sae ism me am el

eliminates the requirement that Ky. cities
publish an annual financial statement.

19

BEvERAGE

saw $1 98

Nestle
Quik

Mairay Ledger & Times
I am opposed to Senate Bill 23 which
eliminates the requirement that Ky. cities
publish an annual financial statement.

For Relief of sinus congestkin
colds, allergy
Selo $1

Cherry-Strawberry -Blackberry
2 lb. Jar

King Size 50 oz.
saki
$ 39

We urge you to mail the coupons below to encourage your State
Representative and State Senator to vote against Senate Bill 23
and protect your right to know how your city government is
spending your tax dollars. Do it today before it is too late.

I am opposed to Senate Bill 23 which

Coricidin
'D'
Decongestion Cold Tablets
I

Selo

State Sen. Rick Weisonkorgor

75
Tablets

06.0

Sole

State Rep. Freed Curd
House of Representatives
Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

$1 08

Comodirlo

With Fluoride
Super Size 8.2 oz. Tube sets

1 59

10 oz Bottle sat.

ow mem!.

tea

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste'

Electra
Sol

You, as a taxpayer, have a right for this information to be
published so that you may know.

•••

Regular, Unscented
Super Spray
12oz. Con
,

- --

If you want to know how your city

1.3 mop Clip and Mail Today.=

Hair Spray

100
Tablets

Fast Pain Relief

Kentucky Senate Bill 23, now being considered by the general
Assembly, eliminates the requirement that Kentucky cities publish
an annual financial statement in this newspaper showing how
your tax dollars are being spent.

5250

Style

Night Time
Cold Medicine
6 oz. Bottle$1 69

Anacin

government is spending your tax dollars.

c,yiS s
itkeellikaa

'

Senate Bill 23

ele

shoes really clean so
dirt mud or snow can
crocked inside' W,th Ju,

Ait

S0

1.•

Door Mat
Gets

FiS

ktAlletri

1..

Monsanto
Astro Turf

Mragifi...1.1.411 1 1 K
..
ArTallION•11111•01111•10 •• sia
•
..•.•
.•2
A•
_SLR..
i
_•__•_•
•
ii
I
k
'IS
s
II ... a •
I ••• II

Regular, or
-Extra Dr* Formula

polimm

UncleJeff s Health And
Beauty Aids

II

Since the founding of the Boy
Scouts of America Feb. 8, 1910,
more than 63 million Americans have been Cub .Scouts,
• Boy Scouts, Explorers, or their
leaders. This is equal to about
one out of every four Americans.

Sat. Only

r

•

SOUTHWEST
Lee Ann,
Sixth Grade
Lockhart, Ronnie Miller,Scott
Nix and Dana Ferguson, all
A's; Scott Adams, Tracey
Eldredge, Carmen Glass,
Missy Harrell, Deborah
Hopkins, Terri Lamb, Danny
Williams, Sherri Gallimore,
Corey Huie, Paula Killingsworth, David Rogers and
Staci Tidwell.

/
1 2 PRICE

••

• n al •

N
1111•11I O
MOS
111111111111_Lainimeaullion•s11111EP

NORTH
Fifth Grade--Vena Crum,
Michael Cunningham, Jody
Lassiter, Natalie McDougal,
Amy, Miller, Timmy Black,
Jody Burkeen, Stephanie
Hays, Kristi Saladino, Shanna
Tabers, Carol Therrien,
Charles Jeffrey and Gwen
Bailey.
Sixth Grade—Dana Cunningham, Kim Darnell,
Marilynn McCallon, Beth
Woodall, Brooks Barton,
Rhonnda Kerr, Debbie Key,
Cheryl Lamb, Tammy Miller,
Jill Rowland, Jeanne Thorn,
Lee Yuill, Chuck Adams, Marcia Ford, Regina Fox, Kim
Hale and Lizzie Payne. •

DISCOUNT DRAPERY
REEVES FACTORY SURPLUS

All Sizes

gs•..a••••
Isk:••• •

.
U

Address

_

Aladdin Plastic Party Time

Aladdin Plastic

Plastic Tumblers

Beverage Server

16oz.
Dishwasher Safe, Assorted Colors
.
No. 0163

...,114•

72 oz.
No. A300

1.1 1 1

City
Gam sav as me as arm=am=soei Ea main um am ma me

•

City.
on me um oin

im ow me ma mis ems me

Sale
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Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept

:10.21.111XMAILEifIr

12 Foot One Piece

Cane
HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY KY

e.

Pole

„

Keystone Rod

$509

'
With Ceramic Guides

ome Items not exacti as •iclured

Special Selection
Ladies

we\
Ai\

471, 1!

Special Selection

Bath Towels
Solids or Stripes

Only

$1 88

Rumble Secri,
Wrangler
rej Line Fr,e, •

Dry Chemical

Fire
Extinguisher
Coast Guard Apprcved

$997

a

Gerber Pull-On

Sleepwear

Model No. DK939702

Fiberglass Molded

Sturdy, Waterproof
Vinyl
Ladies Dressy
Fashion

Boat Seat -

Boys Full
Cushion Tube

Boots

Swivel

Socks
3/$249

Reduced To
$300

677
Without Arms

$97

Sizes 6-8' 2 8-11

Men's

Men's Wrangler

Levi Jackets

Denim Shirts

100% Cotton

$1 499

With Arms

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware
, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids
, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest
priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Western Cut

$21 99

Extra Long Tails

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
N.;

2 Piece

6" Reverse Slide

Fireplace Screen
No Return - No

Exchange$9;00

Close-Out

8 Drawer
Roll Around
Locking Drawers
Reg

Reg

8.57

$4999

9.99
Sale

Save $20.00

Save $16.00

/
1 2 H.P.
6"

Hose End
Sprayer

m

a

89.00

Aluminum
16 Foot
Extension

kr4.,
Auto -Truck

Seat Covers

Grinder
$4737

Reg 87'

2-4 Door

it&

7.37 Sale
20

Save

$20.00

"
j

'
::Affil
- INIM
'
I

pep.
20 Air Tank

Auto Truck

"Air Pig"

Grinder

120 99

$7999

Aar—
it

:

Floor Covers

10"
2 H.P.

Rea4.00 Sate

1111 •• II
11-111-11 III •••• lilt 11Ir
• NAV 111.15_11_ 111 II Al ••••

3
5
$1 00

$369
.risic

-1111.1116111.

Green, Blue, Red
Full Front
ReA27

Sale

6
27

Ireeeimeevwri

FAG

Sports
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MurrayAdvances In NIT
Green,Smith Guide 53-49 Comeback Win Over Dolphins In Last 10 Minutes
By DAVID H1BBITTS
Sports Editor
JACKSONVILLE
Whatever else the Murray
State basketball team may
have intended on its trip to the
warmer climate to play its
first game in the National Invitational Tournament, coach
Ron Greene was going to
make certain his team was
rewarded for its outstanding
regular season with some fun
along with the way.
The day before last night's
ganke, some time was allowed
for the players to enjoy the
ocean and the beach and some
good seafood, some of which a
few had never tried.
For once the game against
the Jacksonville Dolphins
started last night, the fun was
postponed until rife bitter end.
Both teams trudged through a
first half of extremely
deliberate offenses and a total
of only seven field goals
scored by each as Murra)
,
went to the lockerroom down
by an odd 19-16 score.
Little did anyone think that
Murray was going to take the
course it did en route to its
opening round 53-49 NIT and
first national tournament-win.
It was not that Jacksonville's patient offensive set nor
Greene's slowdown to relax a
home crowd at the start of.the

game were not expected, but ray's 14-point tear that ended tighten up. We know we're back out to halfcourt
(moving
little did anyone realize that in a 46-39 advantage.
good; maybe we're scared to the offense out again). We
Jacksonville coach Tates admit it."
Murray's supporting cast
played more aggressive.
Locke was dismayed but not
ss ould have to grab the throttle
Jacksonville's defensive
"I was glad to see Jerry do
angered by his team's col- position was allowing Green to
again.
that(hit the two free throws).
Forward Glen Green's se- lapse down the stretch. He told use his quickness to cut inside It was good for his confidence.
his friends and coaches that for most of his 15 points, but.
cond half, for instance, was a
Those were two really big ones
picture of art. In a scrambled maybe Jacksonville was not a the biggest inside shot came for the year.
game of loose balls, hand slap- tournament team.
with only 52 seconds left after"' Murray will carry its NIT
"Probably the difference in the Dolphins had picked up six
ping and body checking all
hopes to Tuscaloosa, Alabama
over the court, Green was like the game was their reboun- quick cheap points to cut Mur- next Monday for a 7:30 p.m
-ding in the second half (21-8 in ray's lead to 46-45.
the eye of the hurricane.
against Alabama at Memoria,
.While Jacksonville center Murray's favor)," Locke
After hurrying the ball up- Coliseum. The Crimson Tide
James Ray was running noted instantly. "We just court, guard Mont Sleets lost defeated Penn State last night
roughshod over the Murray made some critical mistakes. control under the basket. But in Birmingham by an identical
defense for 13 second half We were kicking them pretty in a spot where reserve for- 53-49 score last night.
points, carrying his team to a good in the first half( when the ward Walt Davis said he just
Tickets for the second round
39-32 lead, Green kept finding Dolphins had a 21-12 edge on saw the ball sitting there, he game will be $5 for all
seats
an open spot under the basket the boards and Ray had six of scooped it up and put in a and can be purchased at the
his seven rebounds and two of critical layup for a 4845 Murto keep Murray within range.
Coliseum.
That was our gameplan — his three blocked shots)."
ray lead.
Murray center Allen Mann
to go inside," said guard Jerry
"That was a big rebound
Smith, who sCored 10 points was having a hard time con- when we were down one and
and hit two clutch free throws taining Ray, whose per- had the ball," Locke admitted.
Arrangements are being
with 36 seconds left in the sistence against Mann and
From there Smith's free
made for a charter bus to
game to give Murray a 50-47 Murray's double teaming got throws and two more, another
Mann in foul trouble when drive by Green and a free
transport Murray State
lead.
Racer fans to the second
"They would try to sag in Mann picked up his fourth throw by Sleets salted a very
round game against the
the middle and give up the out- with 5:55 remaining.
satisfying win for coach
"He(Ray)is the best player Greene and the players as
University of Alabama
side shot. Glen was
I've ever seen," Mann said. they whooped it up for a long
Monday, March 10, in
penetrating their defense.
"I just contentrated on my "We didn't try to blocked his spell outside their lockerroom. Tuscaloosa, Ala.
The bus will depart from
shots," Smith added about the shots.
"It was a good feeling if
"Their defense wasn't that you've ever been a coach," Murray Monday and will
free throws with the
assuredness of his experience. tough. We just weren't hitting Greene said. "I thought when return to Murray imour shots only seven of 21 in we were down three (39-36 on a
mediately after the game.
"I.just stuck them in."
Persons wishing to make
Another pair of free throws the first half to Jacksonville's 20-footer by Sleets), we had a
reservations for the bus
by Green gave Murray its first seven of 23).
chance.
"Coach Greene told us to
lead of the gameat 40-39 with
"It was a very tense first trip or obtain additional in4:38 remaining during Mur- take our time. He told me to half, and we playing on the formation should call 753stay .on my feet _ton defnse;.J
road to boot."We played them 7640 or 753-4406.
Their coach was afraid of our
quickness. They were playing
behind us all night." 4.r
•
"They played an odd, odd
MURRAY STATE
defense," forwark Gary
JACKSONVILLE
fg fga ft ft& reb pf tp
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
Hooker, who scored 11 points, Hooker
3.8 5 6 4 211
Hackett
3 7 1 2 6 3 7
said. "I thirds he ( Ray) is the Green
5 7 5 6 IllS Gurarn
0 20 0 4 4 0
Mann
3001746
Kay
besebig Man we've faced. I South
7 12 6 9 7 4 20
4 7 2 2 1 2 10 /Wolflike
5 12 3 4 1213
played against some real good Sleets
4 12 1 2 3 3 9 Martin
3 1 1 2 4 0 7
L)avia,M
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Parm
peopl at home.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hoyd
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Tubton
1 7 0 0 2 3 2
"There is no way this team Harris
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Davis0 0 0
0 0 0 0
can "be a one-man team. We Bates
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 TUTAI-S
10 4111 17 is 16 49
W
1
1 0 0 2 1 2
are still playing too con- [Mem
TOTALS
20 U 13 17 I/ 14 63
servative in trying to do things
same. 444aday, blareb 10, WTo.t
HaUUme, Jarimaville 19. Murray
right.
aiveralty el Alabama fa Tmealmaa.
la/Warn, 311, Middle 3/. Terimbrala
"Everytime I would try .to Nene.
Al., 7- 39 p.m..semad resod of N1T play
Attendance. 6.421 Murrey's belt
take the ball inside, I would

Bus Arranged

111

Racer-Dolphin Box

4:Qtaita:
JERRY SMITH (23) finds his shooting touch in Murray's 53-49 comeback win over
Jacksonville last night.
Staff Photos 11 David Hibbitts

Calloway And Marshall
Open District 4 Tourney
By GARY GARTH
Sports Writer
District four High School
tournament action gets underway tonight in Murray State's
Racer Arena with first round
play pitting the Calloway
County Lakers against the
Marshall county Marshalls in
boys and girls games with the
girls game starting at 6:30
p.m. and boys immediately
followin/ it.
In the girls contest the Lady
Lakers will try to stop the
unbeaten Lady Marshalls, a
team that has downed the
Lakers twice this season.
Laker coach David Elliot says
his team will be ready.
"We've been putting our
primary interest on defense,"
Elliot said in prepartion for
tonight's game. "We have
been going over our game
films and we feel that we can
win the game."
Calloway, finishing with an
18-5 overall record, closed out
its season with a dispointirig
loss to Heat,a loss that Elliot
attributed to a lack of defense.
"Our loss against Heath was
another game in which our
defense looked pitiful," he

said. "But we will be ready to
play tonight."
Calloway's boys team, 8-16
on the year, finished the
regular seasot. winning six of
its last 10 games and closing
with an upset win over Heath.
The Lakers will be going
tonight without senior gurad
Gary Emerson, who is still in
a Memphis hospital with a
heart ailment.
"Emerson will be out for all
of the tournament," said first
year Laker coach Chic Nute.
We will be going with one
senior (team scoring leader
center Richard Smotherman ,
one sophomore and three
freshmen".
The Lakers have been showing a stall offense late in the
season and will run their game
according to what the Marshalls do.
"We dnow what were going
to do," Nute said,"but we will
run our game according to
how they play us."
Murray's boys and girls
teams were faced with a slight
disadvantage in preparing for
the tournament. Both squads
drew the bye in the first round
and will have to wait until

after tonight's games to find
out who their opponentk will
be. The Tigers will face the
losers of tonight games.
Murray head coach Cary
Miller said that drawing the
bye really makes no difference.
"We don't knew who we will
be playing yet,." the Tiger
coach noted, "but it really
doesn't make any difference
to us because we will have to
beat. both teams- to- win the
tournament anyway."
On the other hand, Lady
Tiger coach Rick Fisher
points out that everyone would
like to have two chances to
win. If the Tigers lose Friday,
there won't. be a second
chance.
"Everyone would like to
have two chances to win,"
Fisher said, "but if we can't
beat the loser, we don't
deserve to win anyway."
The Lady Tigers are 0-5.
against Calloway and Marshall County, but Murray will
be ready for whoever it has to
face Friday.
-Although we're 0-5 against
them (Calloway and Marshall), I thin)c we can beat
either of them" Fisher said.
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DISCOUNT
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2
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza

506 N 12th Murry. Ky

Phon« /53 23n)

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
_
We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Cornpensation

One A

oNfgoiky
:
,

Day
$1 89
,

.............•

•

.

..

limit One
90 Tablets

.

•
4

•

1

ucrets t--,-
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VITAMINS
MURRAY'S LEADING StORER Glen Green (21) goes over
Jacksonville's top scorer James Ray for two of his 15 points.

!

for fast temporary
relief of minor sore
dt. i 0
.
•Regular ;)
•Children s

II

----

SUCEIETS
.

.litio• • ,

%111=1:71213=111=110
'mop mmw. •.... 4:i Wenn or.oo

Limit One

'IRUSTft 4110

_

ABOUT YARD CARE

12 EXP. $2.29

WE'RE THE PROFESSIONALS IN
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL GROUNDS CARE
OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
*Mowing

*Trimming
*Lawn Aeration
*Thatching
*Seeding
*Reseeding

Bring us your
Kodecolor films...

20 EXP. $3.49
24 EXP. $3.89
36 EXP. $5.99

9--, 'NI

:14eit °4

:
11
,•
coupon-must occompOny order

._.

* Ornamental Spraying
*Fertilization, Weed & Insect Control
*General Shrub Maintenance
*Installation of Lawn Irrigation System
*Leaf Removal
*Snow Removal

limn one roll percoupon

C

: Woes Morcn 23

_

m......o.

°wobble
'
,
an vsIGAIM I
a Caaahlat AMA JIM pnn.
1

Al. c;

Ctimirir

curaa

Open

FOR QUALITY
COLOR
PROCESSING

1

. , ,;. .:,

Cu.,,,,raa

9-9

FOR FREE ESTIMATES CALL

JONES LANDSCAPING

I
.
.
.

BONUS BOX
Mon.-Sat.

and

•
"
-..,

67'

80piashc bandages

,

80 Assorted Plastic Bandages

Sundays

.-

7 -172
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NIT Or Big Ten Invitational
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GARY HOOKER (11) shoots over the Jacksonville defense in
Murray's opening round
NIT win.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The National' Invitation
Tournament?
How about the "Big Ten Invitational" instead?
Last year, Big Ten teams
clearly dominated the NIT
when three of its teams advanced to the Final Four and
Indiana won the title in New
York's Madison Square
Garden by beating Purdue.
Wednesday night, Big Ten
teams again made their
presence known with victories
in first-round NIT games, as
Minnesota stopped Bowling
Green 64-50 and Illinois routed
Loyola of Chicago 105-87.
"They did what they had to
do," said Bowling Green
Coach John Weinert of Minnesota. "So did we, but they
did it from a little higher up."
Weinert's Mid-American
team was dwarfed by a prosize Minnesota front line with
players such as6-foot-11 Kevin
McHale,6-10 Gary Holmes,7-2
Randy Breuer and 6-6 Andy
Thompson.

Darryl Mitchell scored 19
points for the Gophers, a team
that finished in a fourth-place
tie in the rugged Big Ten this
season.
Illinois, which finished tied
for fifth in the league, won
even more overwhelmingly
over Loyola, the regularseason champions of the
Midwestern City Conference.
as Mark Smith scored 24
points and Derek Holcomb
dominated the boards.
"The crowd got us excited,"
said Holcomb after the game
at Champaign. "We played
really well but they're an ex-,
plosive team. We'd be up by
eight and then I'd look up and

we'd be up by two. We had a
lot of good inside play, though.
We were really working the
ball good inside."
In other NIT action Wednesday night, Texas defeated St.
Joseph's ( Pa.) 70-61;
Alabama trimmed Penn State
53-49; St. Peter's ( N.J. I whipped Connecticut 71-56; Murray
State turned back Jacksonville 53-49; Virginia beat
Lafayette 67-56 and Illinois
State stopped West Texas
State 80-63.
In tonight's games, it'll be
Boston University at Boston
College; Texas-El Paso at
Wichita State; AlabamaBirmingham at Southwestern

Louisiana; Nebraska at
Michigan; Grambling at
Mississippi and Duquesne vs.
Pittsburgh at the Pittsburgh
Civic Center.
First-round action in the 32team field will conclude Friday night with Washington
visiting Nevada-Las Vegas.
Eight second-round games
will be played at sites to be
determined on March 10 and
Emir third-round games will be
held March 13 before the
semifinals and finals at the
Garden on March 17 and
March 19.
John Danks, held to a single
field goal in the first half,
broke loose for 17 points in the
second to lead Texas of the
Southwest Conference past St.
Joseph's of the East Coast
Ceinference.
"It's been a terrible week
(in practice), and it started
that way tonight," said Texas
Coach Abe Lemons, whose
team was losing 20-18 at the
start. "We were just listless,
standing around out there. But
we got straightened out."
Eddie Phillips scored 17
points and Alabama outscored
Penn State from the free
throw line 21-3 as the
Conference
Southeastern
team beat the Nittany- Lions,
an independent.

tug
to
tate
ond
the
ma
in

-They got the loose balls
when we should have been getting them," said Penn State
Coach Dick Harter."Alabama"
,played the game the way it
ought to be played."
Kevin Rogers and Jim Brandon combined for 37 points to
lead independent St. Peter's
past Connecticut of the Rig
East. Rogers scored 13 points
and Brandon 12 in the second
half as the nation's leading
defensive team came from
behind to lead by as many as
19 points in the closing
minutes.
"Our game is to take our
turn and set up each other's
shots," said St. Peter's Bill
Brown, who scored eight
points in the Peacocks'
second-half rally. "We just
aike our time. We play basic,
fundamental basketball."
Glen Green scored 15 points
and Jerry Smith, added 10 as
Murray State of the Ohio
Valley Conference defeated
Jacksonville of the Sunbelt.
Virginia, an . Atlantic Coast
Conference team, whipped
Lafayette of the ECC with the
-help of 19 points apiece from
Ralph Sampson and Jeff
Lamp. Ron Jones scored 22
points to lead independent Illinois State past West Texas
State of the Missouri Valley
Conference.

Pre-Registration
For
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Murroy-Colloway Co. Baseball Association Program
Fill Out, Clip and Return by MARCH 17TH to:
Ron McAlister
818 She We
Murray, Ky-42071
Players Nome

U.

Age

Birthdote

Phone

Ht.

Ka .55

Wt.
b
6
4
7
I
4

pt tp
3 7
4 0
4 20
2 13
0 7
0 0 0
2 3 2
0 0 0
16 49

Address

Parents Name
Enclosed is $15 Reg. Fee With Application.
I'm signing up to ploy baseball in the following league:
AGE, LEAGUE
PLEASE CHECK AGE, LEAGUE
18)Sr. kb* Ruth
(11-12) Lhth
(14-15)1r. Babe Ruth
19-10)
(13)Prop

PLEASE CHECK

(16-17

011
,

NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT — Murray coach Ron
Greene may be hoping while Jacksonville coach Tates
Locke checks his notes before last night's NIT game.

IlirTriLik_1004
IT Pl.Y

ALLEN MANN (33) finds an open lane to the basket for
two points.

(5
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SURFLAN STOPS SEEDLING
JOHNSONCIASS BEFORE IT STARTS.

•

MONT SLEETS(10)drives through the Dolphin defense tor
a Tayup.
Staff Photos Bv David Hibbdts

Thigh Yielding
Early Corn With
Extra Vigor,
Stout Stalks!

All Wants Tate

By NEIL McLA UGHLIN Tuesday in Deer Park, Pa.,
Associated Press Writer
approved of the signing in a
CHICAGO (AP) — "I want
telephone conversation, said
(John) Tate first, then
Muhammad.
(Larry) Holmes, because I
Ali said he was pleased after
want to be a quintuple chama 15-round workout on Tuespion,"says the champ.
day with Eddie Gregory, a
Who else but The Champ?
light heavyweight, his first
Muhammad All, 38 years
full-scale drill in a year and a
Fast starts and strong finishes.
old, three-time former
half."We had a pretty good go
heavyweight champion, at a
Get them with Coker 16 and
together," he said.
real heavy weight now, is
enjoy the payoff!
Ali, tilting the scales at
unretiring again.
'
about 248 pounds, said that
Fast starts leave weeds and
His manager, Jabir
aside from being a little sore,
other hybrids behind. Superior
(formerly Herbert) Muhamhe was pleased with how well
stalk strength means strong
mad, and Bob Arum, presihe felt.
finishes. Coker 16 stands through
dent of Top Rank, said so
He added that "Now I got
stress and high populations.
anyway, signing an agreetwo more titles I can take. I
ment
Wednesday calling for
Add uniform ear height. You
would rather go out being
All to fight Tate, the World
have a high yielding, early corn
fivetime champion than threeBoxing
Association champion,
that is a dream to combine ...
time champion."
for what they called a record
tank after tank after tank. Coker 16
Terming Tate "big and
purse.
makes a quality silage, too.
slow," he said, "I wouldn't
The date and location of the
take the risk if I didn't have a
fight haven't been decided yet.
* Coker 16 yielded 171.6 bu/A
chance."
But the matter could be made
at Lexington, and 162.4 bu/A at
Neither Arum nor Muhamacademic if Tate loses in a
Princeton in the University of
mad would confirm reports
previous commitment.
Kentucky's official variety
that the fighters would split
Holmes
holds
the $14 million, but
trials last year.
Arum said,
heavyweight title recognized
"All I will say is that the com* The 150 buiA.average recorded
by the World Boxing Council,
pensation to both fighters is a
by Coker 16 over all locations
and he and Tate have a televiworld record for any boxing
In the Kentucky variety trials
sion commitment to fight to
match in history. Muhammad
was a whopping 48 bu/A above
unify the title in August or
would
only remark, "I did it
average.
state
the
September if each wins his tiagain."
tle
fight
March 31. Tate is
Coker 16 ... a proven high yielder
His attorney, Charles
scheduled to defend his title
in Kentucky, Tennessee
Lomax, who was contacted
against
Mike
Weaver
while
Just before the signing, said
and the OhioMalley. PLANT IT!
Holmes fights Leroy Jones.
•
the $14 million was "approxShould Weaver beat Tate on
Need other Maturities? Coker 22 matures
imately correct."
March 31, it is assumed
about 10 days later than Coker 16. They
Anun and Muhammad said
"Companions."
Weaver
yielding
All
would
high
fight
great,
in
late_
make
the location and date of the
June, the winner facing the
bout should be chosen fit apHolinesJones victor.
proximately a week. '
Arum and Muhammad said
Muhammad said locations
the pact was signed Wednes'discussed hua.ja,:lkated
Phofie 8V-359-5026 ' dayintetdammlitritifteirik-' Taiwan, New Orleans
Richland. Ind
and
formal contract will be signed
Houston. The contest likely
later,said Muhammad. .
will be on oneof the last days
All, who began training on
4n June,he added.

If you started out to be the man in control but wound up with a
mess of grasses and weeds, its high time you switched herbicides.
To Surflan, the surface-applied soybean herbicide- from Elanco,
- the- -Treftan't- people., Suitai is seedling _johnsongraSs control,.
Control you can't'get from the other leading surface-applied herbicide. And what about other troublesome grasses and weeds?
Like pigweed, fall panicum. crabgrass, lambsquarters, and foXtail.
Surflan gets 'em. Gets‘'em full season, right up 'til your beans are
in the bin.
SURFLAN FACTS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Surflan stands up to hot dry Weather—waits a full 21 days for.
the /
1
2" rain needed to activate it. Then if the weather doesn't cooperate, a light tilling is all that it takes to get Surflan working.
Surflan stands up to hot dry weather two to three times longer and
costs less per acre than the .Country's leading surface-applied
soybean herbi.cide, Surflan wifm't leach•out,even in a heavy downpour. Surflan controls a broad spectrum of annual grasses and
some broadleaf weeds the .full growing season, start to finish.
For dependability that .Puns in the Elanco family, see your
farm chemical supplier or custom applicator who handles Treflan
or Surflan. Ask for Surflan, n liquid or wettable powder.
Elanco Products Company, A Division of Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.

FILL SEASON...
RABB BEATER
Elanco Prodocts Compaflyl
E4nco P.oducts Co,npanyl

COKER'S PEDIGREED
SEED COMPANY

For best results alweys read
label threclions

and follow
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NCAA Opens Toniint
With Largest Field Ever
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The largest field in NCAA
playoff history, including a
ek4ord five teams from the
Atlantic Coast Conference and
four from the Big Ten, begins
shooting tonight for the
coveted - and lucrative basketball title.
At the end of the rainbow in
Indianapolis on March 22 and
24 will be a pot of gold worth
8320,000 to each of the Final
Four teams.
That's roughly $50,000 more
than last year's figure and a.
far cry from the first tournament played in 1939, when
$2,531 was lost by the National
Association of Basketball
Coaches, which ran the first
event.
There will be no repeat
'champion this year, with
Michigan State sitting on the
sidelines after last year's title.
Last season's runnerup, In.diana State, is out of the picture as well.
Ten-time champion UCLA is
•among the field of 48 teams,
but hardly the most conspicuous this time.
The perennial evergreens of
the Pacific-10 Conference
didn't blossom as well as they
have in past seasons,failing to
win the league title for the
first time in 14 years. The
Bruins will play as an at-large
entry in Friday night's West
Regionals at Tempe, Ariz.,
against Old Dominion, winner
of the East Coast Athletic Conference's . South Division.
UCLA's Pac-10 colleague
Arizona State will play Loyola
(Calif.) of the West Coast
Athletic • Conference in the second game of a doubleheader.
Clemson, one of the five
ACC teams in the field and the
only one not to draw a firstround bye, will be among
tonight's first-rounders.. The
Tigers will play in a West

Regional doubleheader at
Ogden, Utah, against Utah
State, regular-season champion in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association.
In the other half of that
doubleheader, Weber State of
the Big Sky Conference meets
Lamar, champion of the
Southland Conference.
In other action tonight, Tennessee of the Southeastern
Conference meets Southern
Conference champion Furman and Iowa of the Big Ten
plays Virginia Commonwealth
of the Sunbelt Conference in
Regional
East
an
doubleheader at Greensboro,
N.C.
In a Midwest Regional twinbill at West Lafayette, Ind.,
it'll be Washington State of the
Pac 10 vs. Ivy League champion Penn and Purdue of the
Big Ten will play LaSalle of
the East Coast Conference.
Iii"the -Mrdwest Regional at
Lincoln, Neb., Big Eight
champion Kansas State plays
Arkansas of the Southwest
Conference and Missouri,
another Big Eight team, will

meet San Jose State of the
PCAA.
Providence, R.I., will be the
site of an East Regional
doubleheader on Friday night.
There, Holy Cross will play
Iona in a battle of ECAC
champions, as well as
Villanova of the Eastern Eight
against midwestem independent Marquette.

Indiana bowed to the
Philadelphia 76ers by the
same 120-113 count.
In other games, the Los
Angeles Lakers trounced the
Kansas City Kings 117-101, the
Phoenix Suns trimmed the
Seattle SuperSonics 127-111,
the Denver Nuggets edged the
Milwaukee Bucks 112-109 and
the Chicago Bulls nipped the
Golden State Warriors 106-105.
Nate Archibald and Gerald
Henderson scored in the last
35 seconds of overtime to give
Boston itts winning margin and
its eighth victory in a row.

Weaver Plans To Retire
At End Of 1982 Season
By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MIAMI (AP)- "Oh, those
bases on balls."
That's been the traditional
lament of baseball managers
since the days of mutton-chops
:and stovetop hats, but
,Baltimore's Earl Weaver, the
most successful of the modern
:crop, has rewritten the sad
refrain.
- "Oh, the travel and the
lonesomeness," moans the only skipper the Orioles have
known for 12 years. "'The air-

ports, the queues, the hotel
lobbies., missing the wife and
kids."
It's a lifestyle Earl has
followed on and off for 32
years - in both the minors
and majors and not without
some relish at times, he admits - but three more years
should be the limit of his endurance.
"I .am still targeting my
retirement for the end of the
1982 season," he said. "Only
continuation of the present inflation spiral or a new and

SHOOT FOR
FUN
GET INVOLVED
WITH
SHOOTING
EDUCATION.
Each year hundreds of thousands
of youngsters across the nation
participate in the DAISY/JAYCEE
Shooting Education Program
Contact
Murray Calloway Co. Jaycees
Chapter Name

Box 41A Murray, Ky.
Address

753-2696
Phone a*

Sponsored By
DAISY
a subsidiary
of the Walter Kidde
Company, Inc
A Community Development
----Program ol The u.S-Jayce-Zis
A Leadership Training
Organization.

High School Basketball Scores

On Saturday, North
Carolina State and Maryland,
two ACC teams, will play in
Greensboro against the winners of Thursday night's firstround games. Duke, another
ACC team, and St. John's of
the Big East, will play in
second-round Mideast games
at West Lafayette. Louisville
of the Metro Conference and
independent Notre Dame will
join the Midwest action on Lincoln, and Pac-10 champion
Oregon State and Brigham
Young of the Western Athletic
Conference will play in
second-round games at
Ogden.

Florida State of the Metro
Conference plays Toledo of the
Mid-American Conference
and Metro colleague Virginia
Tech takes on Western Kentucky of the Ohio Valley Conference in Friday night's
Mideast Regionals at Bowling
Green,Ky.
On Sunday, Georgetown and
In the Midwest Regionals at Syracuse of the Big East joins
Denton, Tex., it's Alcorn State the East field at Providence.
of the Southwestern Athletic Kentucky of the Southeastern
Conference vs. South Conference and Indiana of the
Alabama of the Sunbelt and Big Ten will play in the
Southwest Conference cham- Mideast at Bowling Green.
pion Texas A&M against Louisiana State of the SEC
Bradley of the Missouri Valley and the ACC's North Carolina
will get into action in Sunday's
Conference.
The seeded teams will get Midwest Regionals at Denton,
into action Saturday and Sun- and DePaul, an independent,
will join the West Regional
day.
field at Tempe along with the
Big Ten's Ohio State.

Nobody Seems
To Want Playoffs
By The Associated Press
It seems as though everyone
makes the National Basketball Association playoffs but
no one really wants to.
Three of the five teams battling for the final three
Eastern Conference playoff
berths were in action Wednesday night - the Houston
Rockets, New York Knicks
and Indiana Pacers - and all
of them lost.
Houston fell to the Boston
Celtics 103-99 in overtime,
New York stumbled to the lowly Detroit Pistons 120-113 and

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

unusual challenge on the field
could make me change my
mind."
Rival manager should
heave a sign of relief.
Since taking over the
Orioles in mid-1968, Weaver
ha's' N.qii six divisional titles,
four American League pennants and one World Series.
He's finished first or second 10
times in 12 seasons, was third
in 19'72 and fourth in 1978.
His teams have won 100 or
more games four times, a
mark exceeded only by the
legendary Joe McCarthy, who
had 'six, and Connie Mack,
five. His won-lost percentage
of .597 is bettered only by McCarthy and Famous Frank
Selee among managers who
lasted more than five years.
He is rated No.1 by his peers
and his critics.
"Don't get me wrong,"
Weaver protested as he
prepared to push his
American League champions
through another articulately
choreographed but highly relaxed workout.

"I haven't lost my enthusiasm. After four months
of winter, I get eager again
whey March rolls around and
I'm ready to go. But I have to
reasses my priorities.
"I honestly don't want to go
on when my present contract
ends in three years. I will be 53
then. I will have been in this
game 35 years.
"Remember there are 80
days a year I am away from
my family - 80 days I wake
up early, eat breakfast alone,
read every line in the
-*newspaper and then go to the
ball park at 2 p.m. for a night
game.
"This is an unending routine
seven days a week,eight months of the year. Sometimes I
get a hollow feeling in my
stomach. I want a chance to
play golf and visit my kids."
Weaver has a son, Michael,
a successful businessman in
Atlanta; a daughter, Rhonda.
Lee, in Houston, and another
daughter, Teresa Ann, in
`
,
St.Louis, Earl's birthplace. A
step-daughter, Kim, attends,
college
liVes- at home in ._
Baltimore.
The Weavers also have a
winter place in Miami, where
Earl plays golf almost daily .
with a group of 'cronies-He
plays to a seven handicap.

aad

The regional championships
will be decided at various
locations from March 13
through March 16, before the
championship finals in Indianapolis.

By The Associated Press
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College Basketball Scores
By 11se Associated Press
TOURNAMENTS

GB
Natiesal fatalities Tournament
First Rased
Alabama 53, Penn St. 49
Illinois 106, Loyola, Chi. 57
Illinois St. 80, W Texas St. 93
Minnesota 64, Bowling Green 50

2
30‘s
34
74,

Ves
15‘,
17,
1
21

National League
CINCINNATI REDS-Renewed the
coieract of Ken Griffey, outfielder, for
one year. Signed Mike LaCoas and Manny Sanniento, pitchers, to one-year contracts. Signed Vic Correll, catcher, to a
three-year contract.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Renewed
the contract ot Alberto leis, outfielder.
Signed Tony Pena,catcher.

4
174,
Ski

I, NA1A
Chompleaships
District 3
Biota 77, Point Loins 48

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Announced
that Gary Roenicke, outfielder, has
agreed to terms,

15

as

Murray St. 53,Jacksonville 49
St. Peter's 71, Connecticut $6
Texas 70,St. Joseph's, Pa 61
Virginia 67, Lafayette 56

BASKETBALL
National Basketball Amerieties
DETROIT PISTONS-Placed Kent
Benson, cenier, and Bob McAdoo, forward, on the injured reserve list. Activated Earl Evans, forward. Signed

Steve Malovic, forward-center, to a 10day contract.
WARSTATE
GOLDEN
RIORS-Signed Lynbert Johnson, forward,to a 10-day contract.
NEW YORK KNICKS-Placed Sly
Williams, forward, on the injured
reserve list. Activated Geoff Huston,
guard.
FOOTBALL
Camedian Football league
BRITISH COLUMBIA LIONS-Signed
Tim Ries and Russell Pope, defensive
hacks; Daryl Mills, wide receiver, Johnnie Donahue. defensive Unarm , and
James Ladd, linebacker, to two-year
contracts.
COLLEGE
IOWA STATE-Announced the
resignation of Lynn Wheeler, women's
basketball coach.
OREGON STATE-Announoed the
resignation of Nancy Germ, director of
women's athletics.

On
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FORD

to
a

putsits money
wherethe mileage Is.
MAKE YOUR BEST DEAL ON ONE OF OUR POPULAR
HIGH MILEAGE 1980'S AND FORD WILL SEND
YOU A CHECK FOR UP TO $500.

SOO

ON THUNDERBIRD

e
E T
NIPG

9fi L.S
•;•
WO.

Receive a check for $500 when you buy a new
Thunderbird Beautifully redesigned for 1980.
And powered by a new, efficient 4.2 liter engine

BEST CLEF.
Ford has the best Corporate Average Fuel
Economy of any mator U.S. car maker. CAFE.
is the government's measure of auto .
companies progress in gas mileage each year.
It is an average using the EPA rating system
and proiecled 1980 total model year car sales
mix as submitted to the U.S. government in
December, 1979.
Onlyford among the maior U.S. companies
ranks first on this base.
Remember,CAFE.is an average,so consult
EPA ratings for individual car's
1900 EPA ratings tor °envenom Your miaow may differ
*Vending on speed.detente and weather AMal highway
memos wie probably be lower

Receive a check for $300 when you buy a new
1980 Fairmont Room for five, high mileage and
a practical price have helped make Fairmont
one of America's best-selling mid-size cars

HURRY!
Take delivery between Feb.11, 1980,and March_
22,1980, and receive a check directly from Ford
Motor Company,or apply an equal amount to
your down payment. Offer good at Ford Dealers
only on new 1979 and 1980 Thunderbirds and
Fairrnonts, including dealer-owned
demonstrators.
•

OFFER EXPIRES
MARCH 22.

FORDS
FUEL ECONOMYCELEBRATION.

See Your Local
Ford. .Dailey
4

4
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Brown Invites 10 State
Employees For Lunch
And Kitchen Cabinet
FRANKFORT — Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. has invited 10
state employees to have lunch
with him and to serve upon his
first "Kitthen Cabinet," to
meet at 11:30 a.m. on March
10 in the executive mansion.
The idea of a "Kitchen
Cabinet" of rank and file state
employees was introduced by
the Governor at his meeting
with Frankfort state workers
on February 11. It represents
a continuation of the Governor's efforts at direct employee dialog, a goal he set
himself at the Frankfort
meeting. At that time 12 ways
to improve state employees'
working conditions were
announced. The Kitchen
Cabinet is the first of these to
be implemented.
The "Kitchen Cabinet" will
consist of ten state employees
randomly selected. New
members will be selected for
meeting.
each
cabinet
Meetings will be held on a
regular basis throughout the
administration. The meetings
will be conversational, and
employees will be encouraged
to speak their minds about
their state jobs, their ideas for
work improvement, or any
matter of state concern they
wish to talk about.
Selected for the first
"Kitchen Cabinet" meeting
were Lee M. Cook of Frankfort, classified as a Laborer in
the Department of Finance;
Kenneth G. Cobb of Barbourville, a Quality Control
Analyst II in the Department
for Human ResOurces;
Stephen G. Jenkins of Martin._
Property
Principal
a
Assessment Representative in
the Department of Revenue;
Winfield C. Underwood of
Lexington, a Radio-Television

Specialist II in the Department of Fish and Wildlife;
Linda C. Phipps of West
Liberty, a Senior Clerk Steno
in the Department of
Education; Sandra L Darneal, a Chief Clerk in the
Department of Personnel;
Teresa G. Daniels of Frankfort, an Administrative
Specialist IV in the Department of Transportation;
Stephen C. Bullen of Mt.
Vernon, a Senior Forestry
Aide in the Department for
Naturar Resources and
Environmental Protection;
Mary K. Booth of Louisville, a
Principal Clerk Steno in the
Department of Labor; and
James
C. Chilton
of
Lawrenceburg, a State Police
Trooper in the Department of
Justice.
Also attending the meeting
will be state personnel
commissioner Dick Robinson.
He will be present to discuss
personnel questions with the
employees and to follow up on
any actions taken in the
meeting.
The press will not be included in the meeting, in order
to allow employees greater
freedom to express themselves. The press will,
however, be encouraged to
interview Kitchen Cabinet
members following the
meeting, the Governor said.
"I am very eager to meet
these employees who are the
real gears of state government," said Governor Brown.
"I. want to learn from them,
because I know they can help
me see, the true state erflployment picture better,
perhaps, than any managers
or supervisors could. We all
work for the state. I'm looking
forward to meeting my coworkers," he said.

Save $3.29 With
All Three Bonus
Specials
Charmin

TOILET
TISSUE

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Es:eluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.58 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Biology Professor To
Initiate U.S.-India
Exchange Program
Dr. Don Johnson, professor
of biology at Murray State
University and director of the
university's
Hancock
Biological Station on Kentucky Lake, will initiate a
U.S.-India exchange of
scientist program this spring.
He has been notified that the
National Science Foundation
and the Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research of
India will sponsor his visits to
the Department of Zoology at
the, University of Delhi, the
Department
of
Pharmaceutical Sciences at
Nagpur University, and the
Department of Aquatic
Biology at Kerala University.
While in India, Johnson will
present seminars, join in
consultative discussions for
the purpose of initiating
collaborative research, and
begin these investigations.

Fields of interest shared by
scientists
from
these
universities and Johnson
include endocrinology, particularly the study of those
hormones which regulate salt
and water balance and
reproduction in fishes, and
control of aquatic disease
vectors such as mosquitoes
without negative effect on fish
communities.
Johnson's trip to India, half
way around the world and
almost 9,000 miles from
Murray, will also include
scientific visits to the
University of Tokyo and the
University of Tel Aviv.
Scientists
at
these
laboratories have expressed
interest, according to Johnson, in utilizing the research
facilities at the Hancock
Biological Station, probably to
begin sometime this year.
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Northern or Hyde Park Toilet

TISSUE

The Roses ad which ron in Wednesday's Murray
Ledger S. Times had an error in it. It should hove
read:

Libby s

CHILI

CHILI w beans

Rid-A-Bug

119 SPRAY

Red Cross

MAC. & SPAGHETTI

79C

SPRAY

Chef Boy Aide Spaghetti

Hyde Park

BUTTERMILK

Rid-A-Bug

got s11°

•
leon Meaty

PORK STEAK
PORK CUTLET
Grogan Whole Hog Hot or Mild

COUNTRY SAUSAGE
Swede Salvage

•

heac,39'
49'
2/39'
48,,e2/33'
,b 59'
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English As Second
Language Focus Of
Free Adult Education
English as a second
language will be the focus of a
tree adult education offering
at Murray State University
beginning Wednesday, March

Duke Publishes Articles
In Professional Journals

5.

The course is designed for
individuals 16 years of age or
older who do not speak
English and who are not
presently enrolled in classes
itt a public school or at the
university.
Ciasles will meet from 6 to 9
p.m. on Wednesdays in the
Adult Learning Center in
Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
0
WASHINGTON 1API —
Sponsored
by the 'Adult
Sixth District Congressman
Basic Education Unit of the
apbeen
has
Larry Hopkins
Kentucky Department of
pointed to the House Armed
Education, along with Murray
accorCommittee.
Services
State, the course will enable
ding to a news release eligible participants to imWednesday by Minority
prove their conversational
Leader John Rhodes of
abilities, their reading and
ArizOna.
writing, and their grammar
Hopkins, a Republican from
usage skills.
Lexington, was named to
Activities in the course,
replace former Rep. Dave
which will be taught by Janice
Treen, who' is to be sworn in
Bossing, will also provide help
Monday as governor of Louifor foreign individuals in
siana.
making adjustments to cope
The news release said
with daily living in a new
Hopkins was nominated for
environment.
the post by Rep. Tim Lee
Participants may enter the
Carter, a Republican from
at any time and
program
Kentucky's fifth congressional
attend as many and as much
district.
of the class sessions as they
Hopkins also serves on the
choose.
House Agriculture - CommitAnyone who is interested
tee. No Armed Services subshould call the Adult Learning
committee assignment had
Center at 762-6971 for adbeen made, the news release
ditional information.

Hopkins Appointed
To House Armed
Services Committee

EASTER SEAL CAMPAIGN — Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. met with tit° other Easter Seal
volunteer leaders to launch the 1980 Kentucky Easter Seal campaign. Kentucky Easter
Seal Campaign Chairman, Dr. Harvey Sloane and five-year old -Charlie" Stopher
Lexington, the state Easter Seal Child, presented Gov. Brown with the first sheet of
Easter Seals. The campaign began March 1 and continues through April 6. Chairman
Sloane and "Charlie" will be visiting other cities to enlist financial support for the
statewide Easter Seal rehabilitation program. Young Stopher receives special
education, speech therapy and phssical therapy at the Easter Seal Cardinal Hitt
Hospital in Lexington. Contributions to the campaign will be used to finance
rehabilitation services for handicapped children and adults.

Senior Involved In Counseling
Lynn Dawson of Henderson,
a senior at Murray State
University, is one of 10
students who are directly
involved in advising and
counseling as part-time
student employees at the
Academic
for
Center
Advising.
Under the guidance Of Dr.
Machree Ward, the center
director and the official adviser of students with undeclared majors, a student

\"Prevent Theft of Wire Wheel Disc"
Install Wire Wheel Locks
Installed Including Tax $2460

Spring Tune-Up Special

V8 $3295 6 Cyl• $2295
•New AC Helco Plugs
•HEI Ignition (Standard Ignition Higher)
*Clean Battery Post
•Adjust Betts
*Tighten Carburetor Base Belts and Check Choke
•Set on Sun Machines Electronic Engine Tester
We'll be glad to serve you.

Right to left: George West, Service Manager; Sonny Coy, Ports Manager, Jerry Browner, Mechanic; David Nance, Service
and Technician, Les Workmen, Mechanic, Ricky Mathis,
Mechanic.
Olds Wearies • Cadillac

PURDOM

Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern
1406 West Maim 753-5315
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employee may assist in the Baptist Hospital in Evanscheduling of classes and hold sville, Ind. Pursuing a
individual student con- master's degree is in her longrange plans too.
ferences.
In addition, Miss Dawson
and other student co-workers
supervise
and
prepare
sessions
for
freshman
orientation classes during
both semesters.
VISA
Unlike many of the student
4PIT1
`S 7 5 TeRt S
C7
,
employee jobs on campus,
which are mainly of general
office work nature, these
students are taking a
"shortcut" to actual job experience in the area of
counseling.
"The job has been part of
my education and overall
college experience," said
Miss Dawson, who is in her
third year as a student
coupselor.
'Although being a nursing
major may be unrelated to
this field of work, she believes
that the job has contributed to
her own personal growth.
"I've learned how to work
with people who need help in
the decision making process
and to help myself by learning
to handle public speaking
ipportunities," she said.
The Center for Academic
Wvising has as its primary
bjective, the orientation of
tudents to the university and
s many educational avenues,
pecifically those students
to need guidance in choosing
Career. -The daughter of Mr. and
4rs. Bill Dawson of One Clore
:ourt in Henderson, ?Ass
)awson can relate to the
ierson who attends college

Dr. Charles R. Duke,
associate professor of English
at Murray State University,
has had two articles published
in the winter issues of two
professional journals.
His article entitled "Writing
Apprehension: Where Does
Fear of Writing Come From?"
appears in the Illinois English
Bulletin, while the Kentucky
English Bulletin published his
article entitled "Diagnosis in
Writing."
The article on writing apprehension examines some of
the basic fears which people
have about writing and traces
these fears to several sources.
It suggests that teachers may
be one of the greatest factors
in either increasing or
decreasing students' distress
about writing.
Based on research done by
Duke, the article offers excerpts from students' ac-

counts of what they believe
shaped their attitudes about
writing. The accounts indicate
that much of the writing apprehension found in young
writers is the result of punitive
grading practices and lack of
attention to helping students
understand the writing
process.
Current
trends
in
diagnosing students' writing
problems are examined in the
article in the Kentucky
publication as Duke focuses on
two promising developments
— error analysis and protocol
analysis.
Error analysis, a strategly
borrowed from TESOL
(teaching English as a second
language), is the practice of
examining students' writing to
determine error patterns, if
any exist, and how the patterns may be related to basic

ache ifhaek

speech, cultural, and ethnic
traits. Once patterns are
determined, teachers can
develop specific prescriptions
to help students eliminate
many of their errors.
Protocol analysis calls for
the writer of a paper to
describe how he is doing as the
writing occurs. Results of this
kind of activity suggest that
writers often indicate through
their oral comments particular trouble spots in their
writing. The teacher or
researcher can review the
oral commentary and then
study the trouble spots, using
the commentary as a clue to
the difficulty.
Duke, who joined the faculty
at Murray State in 1978, has
made presentations on both of
these areas of research at
several conferences and
workshops in the past year.

The biggest name
in little computers -

FAST DELIVERY ON
COMPLETE TRS-80'
C
In pweeltriljnE,TRurn

without a goal or definite
plans, because she's "been
there" too.
She spent her first year at
Henderson
Community
College before deciding to
become .o nursing major,
which led her to Murray State
University.
Miss Dawson knows what a
difference it can make when
one heeds the advice or
suggestions of a school
counselor. She decided to go
into the field of nursing after
some encouragement from
her high school counselor.
She has grown to appreciate
the financial aid she has
received
through
the
University work-study
program.
"If it hadn't been for the
monthly income from this job,
I might have turned to a bank
loan or become even more
financially dependent on my
parents," she explained.
Miss Dawson was able to
pay her own way through
college partially because of
the job on campus.

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call
op.

7534434

T
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This

Only

4191
Complete

32K IRS 80 Business System with Disks, Desks and Printer
You Get It All:
• TRS-80 Model 1(32K LII)
• Expansion Interface
• 2 Mini-Disk Drives
Tractor-Feed Printer & Cable
• System Desk & Printer Stand

While others try to sell you $15.000 computer systems and ask
you to wairfOr•moriths, Radio Shack sells you one that's priced
right and delivered for sure in 4 weeks or less from The date of
your orderf The TRS-80 can save you money as it speeds
Through payroll, billing, inventory word processing and more' See
why more than 150 000 owners have made the TRS-80 Model I
the most popular personal computer in the world'

Genuine TRS-80 Disk
Drives Now Available!
With Radio'Shack s mini-disk drives you
can store thousands of cha-racters of data
and build a large 14brary of files on several
.floppy diskettes When your Model I
has grown to include 16K LH and an expansion interlace you can start with 1
disk drive and add uOto 3 more' 26-1160
26-1161

Quality Assured!

99
Each

Great
American
Bargain!

During the 1978-79 year, a
total of 1,626 students worked
under the University Student
Employment and the Federal
Work-Study Programs. Total
earnings by the students was
$945,283.73 and the average
earnings was $581.
Upon graduation, Miss
Dawson intends to }lain the
nursing staff at Welborn

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.

OSY,

4
TRS-80 4K Level I $
Personal Computer

9

In a world of skyrZicketing prices the TRS-80.
starter-system remains low pnced Use it for personal budget planning, business or relax with
games 26-1051

Ready-To-Run Program Packs
Level 1 BASIC Course. Self:paced course For 4K
Level I IRS-SO. 26-200312.95
General Ledger I. Tracks up to 100 accounts ana
gives monthly balance sheet and income stateme,lt..
For 32K business system. 26-155299.95
Disk Payroll. Payroll for up to 100 employees Pints
W-2 and payroll checks For 32K business syster"
misse 199.95
Manufacturing Inventory Control. Prints inventory
report, bill of materials. more 264660199.95
Real Estate Vol. 1-IV. Programs include cash flow
depreciation, capitalization rate and stepped income
analysis. For 16K Level II TRS-80,
26-157110 26457429.95 each
Disk BASIC Course. Let your TRS-80 leach"you to
use. disk BASIC' For 16K disk systems.
26-200729.95
TRS-80 FORTRAN. Compiler, linking loader &Jiro',
library. Requires 32K disk system 26-220199.95
Disk EdIforAssembler. Macro-assemblerj.linking
loader. editor & cross reference 26-220299.95

RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 7000 STORES AND DEALERS IN THE USA AND CANADA! most items
also
Rad.° .SttaFfc.
Cleves

Ojympic Plata Murray, Ky.

M A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

9:30-7:00 Mon.•;Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.
Cloied Sun.

,ft

your •
,ne.9hborhood

Raffle
DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INONIDUAL STORES)

-

—
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Concerning Ten Commandments In Schools

Issue Lands In Realm Of State's Power
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
State Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Palmore says the
Ten Corrunandments school
issue in Kentucky goes beyond
religion and into the realm of
the state's power.
"The point is if the state can
make you put the commandments in schoolrooms, the
state can make you put
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Court justices who interrupted the power of the state. And
something else up (someday schoolroom.
2 Fossett argued the state has
/
lawyers during the 11
the
that you don't like," Palmore
Defending the Itiw were
commented Wednesday dur- Theodore Arnshoff Jr. of hour hearing attended by'an obligation to teach a chfid
right from wrong.
ing oral arguments on the Louisville,
more than 50 spectators.
representing the
Arrishoff's brief said that
Atnshoff
point
one
At
case.
Kentucky Heritage Founda$216,000 has been rpsed
not
is
state
the
that
declared
The Kentucky Civil Liber- tion which is raising money requiring the recitation of the distribute copies of the comties Union has filed suit for the commandments commandments,merely that mandments, of which 19.500
. . _
against the 1978 statute which copies, and Ed Fossett, they-be passively posted," and have been posted in
for the state Departcounsel
requires the state superintenthat the effect of nullifying the classrooms.
ment of Education.
dent of public instruction to
The lawyer said the copies
law would be "to reject the
Palmore was the most right of conscience."
place a copy of the biblical
are in all schools in 70 counin
commands
each outspoken of the Supreme
"Now just a moment," the ties, some schools in 40 counchief justice interjected. "No ties and no classrooms in 10
one is suggesting you can't counties.
Fossett and William Stone of
have it. What we're talking
about is a law that says you the civil liberties organizatioii
must have (the command- disagreed over whether the
commandments statute stay s
ments)there."
-Somebody tampei ed with .he first of three federal
Justice Calvin Aker added within recent U.S. Supreme
the lock from the outside," he charges.
that although a man in a gas Court guidelines of accepsaid. "I run my jail with
He was captured by federal chamber doesn't have to tability: That it be for a
trustys. I don't have anybody agents sir months to the day
breathe the gas by edict, it secular purpose, that it
paid except a jailer and he later as he left a Murray makes no difference to him in neittier advance nor inhibit
religion and that it not inv•dve
s days. Collins escaped at restaurant.
works
the end.
state entanglement.
excessive
night.
Robert
While authorities had taken.
And Justice
"Our. position is that. the
We have one latent print their manhunt to New Orleans Lukowsby-. asked: "Why not
but I can't say anything about and the Bahamas, Collins, us- post the code of Harrunurabi commandments cam 4. be
that. I asked a couple of the ing an alias, quietly had set up (a king of Babylon in 1800 looked at as a document liIngtrustys to take polygraph a lucrative paneling business B.C.) since except for. the first ing on the wall," Stone said.
tests," Voss said."One said he in the Southwest 'Kentucky three commandments (they but must be viewed in regard
to what they say, t‘specially
would but then his lawyer said community, about 70 miles are essentially the same)?"
today he wasn't going to do from Nashville.
Palmore said that what the first' three religious
it."
Murray Police Detective bothers him is the acceptance oriented commandments.
Franklin Circuit Court has
Evins, meanwhile, said Dale Spann said Collins didn't of the state's influence in
there will be some subpoenas make a lot of friends,during "selling any creed, religion or upheld the constitutionality of
the 1978 law. The appeal went
served to find out what hap- his six-month stay. "But he anything else."
pened.
did all right for himself,"
Asked flatly if he would ac- directly to the state Supreme
"I don't know yet what route Spann said. "He was living cept this situation, Arnshoff Court, bypassing the inthat will take," he said. "We pretty good."
said, "I would not challenge termediate Court of Appeals.
here
come
folks
the
have
may
to talk to U.S. attorneys or to a
federal grand jury."
Although Evins declined to
say who authorities would
question, he said he expects
some answers soon.
"People tend to get lax with
people..Sometimes you tend to
turn your back on people,"
Evins said. "Collins is a
smooth talker, obviously pretty friendly with some people
down there. I wouldn't be surprised but that we'll be putting
something together on that
Bring in your old cap and use it to trade up to the famous NAPA gold hat.
As with everything bearing the NAPA emblem, this cap is of the highest
phase of it pretty soon."
quality and durability. It always pays logo with the gold.
Life as a fugitive is nothing
new to Collins. The former
This special low price is good only for the duration of this program and
owner of ABC Amusements
while supplies last.
Co., a Nashville pinball
AMMI
distributorship, jumped a
605 Maple St.
753-4424
$100,000 bond Feb. 10, 1979, the
Murray, Ky.
day he was to stand trial on

Authorities To Probe Escape
AiiIL 111101

m..

MARK TWAIN? — No, but the audience may not be able to tell the difference when
actor Robert Valentine portrays Twain at Kentucky Dam Village State Park on March 8.
The performance is part of a special dinner theatre program that will feature chopped
buffalo steak on the menu. If successful, similar programs may be held in the future according to Ken Frye, recreation director for the park. Reservations are available by
calling(502)362-4271 or at the Lodge desk. The production will be the first of its kind
in the recently-opened Convention Center and will begin at 6:30 p.m. with dinner.
Twain will make his appearance following the meal around 8 p.m.

Loretta Lynn Would Have
Made Her Movie Longer
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) —
Kentucky-born singer Loretta
Lynn has a definite idea about
-----theniovie which portrays her
life.
Asked if she would make
any changes in the film,"Coal
Miner's Daughter," Mrs.
Lynn replied "I'd make it
longer."
The singer was in Louisville
for the Kentucky premiere of
the picture Wednesday night.
Accompanied by her husband, Mooney, and her
mother, Clara Webb, Mrs.
Lynn made her appearance at

The premiere was designed
a suburban theater dressed in
to send off the film about the
blue jeans and a denim vest.
Arriving in a big car, she popular Johnson County
and her party walked on a native with a bang. Regular
plush red carpet to the theater showings begin Friday.
It also was aimed at drumentrance.
So did Cissy Spacek who ming up interest in Kentucky
portrays Mrs. Lynn in the as a location for movies..Mrs.
movie; some of the movie- ,Brown, who heads the state's
makers and Gov. and Mrs. film conunission, explained
Kentucky had spent much less
John Y. Brown Jr.
Several Eastern Kentucky than some other Southern
children who had roles in the states in attracting the moviefilm arrived in an orange making business.
After the movie, the stars,
horse-drawn wagon. Part of
the film had been shot at invited guests and the public
several locations in the Ken- attended a reception at a
downtown hotel ballroom.
tucky mountains.

THURS. TIMU SUN. SALE

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUN. 12-6

APilairso=m
- THE SAVING PLACE

00K KORNER'
BEST BUYS OF THE WEEK

77

1Pu

Our Reg. 2.28
b. Sug. List 2.50

"Coal Miner's
Daughter"
Loretta Lynn, the Queen of
country music, tells her life
story. with over 30 pages of
photographs.

HARD-COVER BEST SELLERS ARE DISCOUNTED
EVERY DAY AT 25 `,)/0 OFF LIST PRICE

"King James
Family Bible"
King James version. Large
2x11") red letter
/
size, (81
edition. Includes 8- page
family record section.
Gift

\liar 111111c
I
‘,"
nit pc.,ricct i,ii,

Boxed

best
paperbacks including
carries hundreds of
KORNER
BOOK
hard -coyer books - promotional books and children's books —
sellers
all at LOW, DISCOUNT PRICES!

"
imminewaiowww1
'j IVZ

sow:*

60

Our Reg
93c Each

3
VA
Novels
In Each
• Bookl
•

Romance
Paperbacks

VI

flf

r

,.N....
I.0

V

APIlliors
THE SAVING PLACE

Each book contains 3
novels! 12 different books
to choose from. Buy several
at this low,.low price.
r,opyrogIlt• IMO by(I

,1 COrporetton

700 U.S Highway
641 Murray, Ky.

By DEAN FOSDICK
Associated Press Writer
• NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
Federal officials say they plan
to issue subpoenas to determine how pinball king Tim
Collins escaped from his
Maury County Jail cell Feb.
28.
US. Marshal Bill Eviris
made the comment Wednesday, while FBI agents indicated they were pursuing a
number of leads to determine
the fugitive's whereabouts: -"There's nothing about the
leads we can comment on,"..
Dave Lattin, supervisor of the
FBI's Nashville office, said.
"I can tell you, though, the investigation has taken us out of
the state."
Collins, 35, pleaded guilty
Nov. 8 in Nashville to federal
charges of income tax evasion, extortion, illegal possession of firearms and failure to
appear for trial. He was
2 years im/
pentenced to 131
prisonment and was housed at
the one-story, cinder-block
structure in Columbia, Tenn.,
awaiting transfer to a federal
prison when he made his stillmysterious escape.
Maury County -Sheriff
William Voss said Collins got
out by altering the lock on his
cell door, then hot-wiring an
electronically-controlled fire
escape door opening -onto an
alley.
Voss reiterated Wednesday
that it wasan inside job.

• Murray Auto Parts

IWO

District Judge
To Meet With
Supper Club Jurors
CINCINNATI(AP) — Court
officials say U.S. District
Judge Carl Rubin will • meet
Friday with the jurors in the
Beverly Hills Supper Club
fire.
The officials, who asked not
to be identified,said the jurors
would be brought to Rubin's
chambers, but it was not know
what they would be asked or
whether they would meet_ with
the judge individually or as a
group.
The jury ruled Feb. 20 that
22 aluminum wiring and electrical device manufacturers
were not liable for the 1977
fired that killed 165 people.
But attorneys for the victims
and their families asked for a
mistrial last week, saying errors were made during the
jury's deliberations.
Those Attorneys asked the
judge to question. jurors for
the purpose of corroborating
statements made in a motion
for a mistrial.
"We feel this is an appropriate measure and is contemplated in one of the motions which we filed," said
Stanley Chesley, one of the attorneys for those filing suit.
The attorneys say a booklet,
entitled "Reconstruction of A
Tragedy," was used in
deliberations despite being
eliminated as evidence.
The Cincinnati Enquirer, in
a cogyrighted story, also
revealed that a letter was sent
by an anonymous juror to the
newspaper, claiming one
juror conducted his own-tests
on aluminum wiring and
discussed his findings with
other jurors.
The jury, after listening to
36 days of testimony,took only
about five hours to decide that
old-technology wiring did not
start the fire at the Southgate,
Ky.club.
LAYERED CUT
If you're trying to grow out
of a laye
cut haye
tom'láF111itiy trimmed
every six wielts,leaving wisps
at the neck and behind the
ears for Softness. Brush them
forward Mr a French look or
imr1 them wttfe curling iron,
also great. for flijaping back
bangs that have • grown too
long. When you reach the "all
ends" stage, consider perking
it up with& light perm.

Control Shopping Center

COAST TO COAST STORES

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

999
B
Gal

SAVE
$2.00
Soft Touch
Interior Paint

Mastercraft
Interior Paint

A. Interior flat enamel paint Dries
hard and smooth Warranteed one
coat coverage Gal White 550-6019
Mechum or deep tint base 550-6001
550-6027
B. Semi-gloss interior paint Fast
drying and easy to clean-up Warren teed one cost coverage 549-6021
Semi-gloss medium tint base 5496013

A. Flat latex interior all paint Comes
in white. 548-6113 or pre-mixed
colors, 548-6170 thru 548-6444
$8.99
Interior paint with medium, deep or
ultra deep tint base 548-6105. 6121,
S10.49
6139
B. Semi-gloss interior wall paint
Comes in white. 544-6612 or colors.
09.99
544-6646 thru 544-6729
Semi-gloss paint with medium, deep
and ultra deep base 544-6804.6620.
011.49
6638

SAVE
$5.00

8
MASTERCRAFT 139

2Gal.

4. 46.W\

Texture Paint
Great for covering old surfaces
Create your own textured pattern
Latex base for easy clean-up 2-gal
'.55-8101

a3r-Dri
899".StaYDri
Masonry
Waterproofer

ielorj

DEFT

379
Sale

Ready mixed, ready to use watexprooling,
brushes on like paint For use on painted
and unpainted masonry 553-6511

11-0.

Deft Stahis and Finishes

990
89c

CAINIONIUNOUPA

Sale

Sale

Sanding Supplies
•

s.

A. Production sardpaper Includes 9 x 11 sheets of
••,..r.
mitre fine,'fine and medlirlr
&nu 597-1215
S. 5-,n sandingdtsc Fine. mediumandooerse 5872528 thru 587-2585
C. Peduction sand peck 3 2 114,9.in sheets Extra
fine, !medium and fine assorting* 587 2304 thru
587-2361

A. 0•fitharte liquid gloss or satin Quart 578-0945. 578-0986 *7.19
Deftwood stains Many colors to choose from 578-1604 thru 5782388
1t-pim stain
112 29
1 -font stein
20
1-quert starn
85.39
C. Deftharte clear finish in 13-oz aerosol can Hard I sable, durable
gloss, 578-0929 or satin. 578-0960
83.79

79°
Sale

349
Sale
For Your
Painting Need"
A. Bin seater And pr4ner ad- •
hares
ar/ sierissp.
lutes stain Need thiti When
perntrng Quart 579-0911
I. Zip Strip removes old paint
and varntsh easily If.
flammableQuart 590-2103

t

ta”.
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r
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Sale
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Lobbyists Run Policy-Making Machinery

- ....•••■•••••••.

EVERY DRY IS SALE DRY IN

of the United States.
1. Legal Notice
production
control
of lobby in the Congress."
No committee chairman in
I
lay Allen fergasen. as of
something as vital to our
With reference to Soviet
either house should serve in
March
5 1980 am no longer
country as gasoline."
Union
•
military
forces in
that capacity more than two
responsible for any debts other
Afghanistan,
the
Abourzek,
born
of
former
Lebanese
years, he said, adding that
than my own
such a reform in the immigrant parents on a Sioux senator said he believes
2. Notice •
legislative branch would Indian reservation in South -Russia has found itself inBible Facts Free Store for the
"defy and dilute the awesome Dakota and the first Arab- volved in 'another Vietnam'."
He also expressed the
needy 759-4600
power of committee chair- American elected to the
Senate, advocated very early opinion that President Carter
men."
U.S. recognition of the had "over-reacted" in orour
about
worse
thing
""I'he
Early Bird
Liberation denng the boycott of the
form of government," he said, Palestinian
summer
Olympic Games in
Special
"is that it allows people to run Organization (PLO) as a way
kens Turf
for office time after time, and of halting the violence in the Moscow. "I feel it would be
Builder et
this results in us getting Middle East and he reiterated much better to go on over
people who will sell them- that stand in his Murray there this summer and beat
Starks
the hell out of them," he said.
selves to get re-elected being remarks.
Hardware
Abourezk's Murray apin the offices for long periods
17,,
& Poplar is
"After all," he said, "the pearance was
sponsored by
of time."
/53 1227
PLO
is
the
chosen the Department of
Political
Abourezk spoke for 35 representatives
of
the
minutes on three points - the Palestinian people, and we Science and Public Affairs
nation's energy policy, the have failed to recognize them and was coordinated by Dr.
Wedding Invitations
complexion of Congress - and only because of the power of F4rouk Urnar and-pr. Frank
Mosko,
both
professors
of
congressional reforms - before the Israeli lobby which is by
CARTER STUDIO
answering an; hour and 20- far the most active foreign political science at the
304
university.
753-8298
minute barrage of questions
: Main
from the audience.
_
A liberal Democrat himself,
M
G Complete Glass CornAbourezk said the Congress
pany has added a new line of
"is taking a right wing turn"
work to their business It is
and is becoming more concalled the Fix-It Shop We will
servative in recent years. He
ACROSS
3 Church
consider small fix -it jobs
Puzzle
•s
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to
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he
also
1 Clan
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stress
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of
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14 Pitcher
7 Goal
Senior Citizens Discount.
nn one 111 T C13 conscription.
With reference to the in the number of cases of Herron said, which makes
15 Swear
8 Pronoun
ruin nen DEllial
9 Reverence
16 Sows
en "Er s BO 113 nation's energy policy - or Johne's Disease, a chronic accurate diagnosis so vital if
18 Greek letter 10 Economize
FOR
WM= COO 000 rather, as he said, a lack of it - diarrhea of cattle, in Ken- carner animals are to be
19 Printer s
11 Cart
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herds,
SALE
according
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from
removed
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to
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said
1973
that
nem E son Do
measure
16 Prophet
1970 International
game C00113 there was no energy policy,' scientists at the Murray State prevent the spread of the
20 Dispatch
17 Pierce
pickup truck, good con21 Preposition
20 Merganser
Oen 1 BEICIEICI OM "The oil industry simply had University Diagnostic and disease.
23 Railway
dition. price 5550.00.
22 Preposition
Center
at
Johne's isease, be noted,
001)a LIME 003 its way," he said. The only Research
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Phone 759-1681.
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government
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time
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24 Sports
26 - and tonic
Dr. Charles Herren, service as the result of the purchase of
terferred was when it was
26 Faux pas
27 Belief
36 Sovereign
45 Cozy cornet
asked by the oil industry to veterinarian at the center, infested animals, and is often
28 Ardent
28 Worm
37 Terror
46 Possesses
29 Tease
29 Decay
FOR SALE
interfere and that was only to says the tuberculosis-like spread by the animals grazing
39 Sun god
48 Emmet
30 Southern
31 Possessive . _40 Sewing cases 50 Short sleep
36" topper for short
set quotas on oil imports so the disease, while not infective to .in pastures which have been
black bird
prOnoun
41 Moccasins
51 Knight
wheel base pickup.
humans, can cause severe fertilized with manure.
price could -be kept high."
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33 Cargo unit
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symbol
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34 Early Briton
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available in Kentucky, he
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35 Japanese
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government
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36 Soak
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the oil interests ",in a half-, malnutrition, worms, coc- except upon the advice of their
Kentucky Lake Catfish Special,
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38 Exact
Full order 5369.Short order
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get
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re-elected.
49 Boredom
by your local veterinarian,
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oil
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51 Seed
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Far Root
52 Denial
said, "have no coricift of will usually accurately
A one-day consultative and
11142
44
55 Bristle
Ideal for storing house full of
national interest whatsoever. diagnose the disease," he diagnostic heart clinic for
56 Not neg
II 111" They
- furniture
cars
onliques
said, adding that the medically indigent children
are
greedy
and
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for
57 Irritates
s. business overflows etc
ill a
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r 15°
ill
everything they can, get for Hopkinsville facility is will be held in the Graves
Phone 75346113 after 500
DOWN
their stockholders. We simply equipped to culture the germ County Health Department,
Oa
m
1 Rescue
cannot afford to have any or diagnose the problem by Mayfield, on Friday, March ...,
2 Lengthen
testing
blood
once
samples are 21. This clinic will serve
industry or special interest
FOR SALE
patients from
PEANUTS
Ballard,__.
PYTNONS
COLT
Calloway,
Carlisle,
Fulton,
14Ei< SNOOP!
St.PPE-RTi.ME
I 11.6
$355.130
Graves,
Livingston,
Hickman,
THE
TO
LISTEN
4
$340.00
Marshall and McCracken
CUTE TkINE
Counties,
Below Discount
1716-PEN 540
Call Rogers
Dr. Francisco Elbl and Dr.
Allan Rees, of the Kentucky
153-3300 after 5
Children's Hospital Heart
$100 Revraid for information
Clinics, Louisville, and other
leading to the arrest and conphysicians
from
the
viction of person breaking and
University of Louisville School
of Medicine, will conduct the -elite, mg •a• t..dbiirTaTTit taking -aNANCY
'Cedar chest and other items
clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Ken- Call 753-1564
I'LL HANG A
Heart Association, the
tucky
I DON'T
PICTURE
\
Bureau for Health Services
LIKE THAT
OVER IT
BIBLE CALL
and the County Health
CRACK
The
Reality
of Pain Departments, the clinic
IN THE
7594444 or Children's
provides a diagnostic service
WA LL
Story 759-4445.
for the patient, along with
recommendations
for
treatment•and management of
the case. It also provides an
opportunity for the referring
•
physician to consult with the
MARC n
clinician regarding his
NOW MING
BEETLE BAILEY
I
patient.
SILVER a GOO
YOU'RE NOT
C'MON DOWN,
LEI'S LASSO HiM
Necessary expenses of the
SORRY!
COOKIE! I'm SORRY
WITH SOME OP .-tiS
Coins
are being underwritten
clinic
I SAID YOUR
Class Rings
5F'AGHETTI
Heart
Kentucky
the
by
Sterling silver (All typos)
5PAGNETTI WAS
Association and the Bureau
LIKE ROPE
VER/IONS
for Health Services. Clinic
personnel as well as space and
WESTERN STORE
equipment will be provided by
Olympic Plaza
the Graves County Health
753 7113
MIGNIST PRICE MARKET
Department as well as the
ALLOWS
Bureau for Health Services
Weekdays 0 a.m..1 p in
and the Kentucky Heart
Seadays 1 p.m 6 p.m. We
Association.
allow 525 00 to 51.00 in
,Only those indigent children
merchandise (firdsriliag Sale
referral
written
have
a
who
Merchandise)
BLONDIE*
from a physician will be adNOW I 71-4iNK
mitted to the clinic.
I'VE GOT SOME
TEETH
Office Space For
MISSING
Sfkicial 'interests lobbyists anything to get re-elected," he
run
the
policy-making told the crowd of students and
4nachinery in the United tovmspeople who turned out
States Senate, a former for the lecture, which honors a
senator from South Dakota 1932 graduate who twice was
said Tuesday night at Murray elected lieutenant-governor of
State University.
Kentucky.
Delivering the university's
"They talk about what is
fourth annual Harry Lee popular at the moment, even
Distinguished to the extent of climbing on the
Waterfield
Lecture and speaking before a back of a colleague caught up
standing-room-only crowd in in some sort of scandal or
the
Education conspiracy investigation."
Special
Building, former Senator
"Most people go to Congress
James Abourezk said "the only to get re-elected," he
bottom line" of any senator's said, admitting that "the day
operation is to get re-elected. after I was elected to
Elected to the Senate in 1972 Congress, I started thinking
to fill the vacancy created by about running for the Senate."
the retirement of Karl Mundt,
He advocated a maximum
Abourezk served until 1979, of three, two-year terms for
when he resigned in protest to members of the House of
the Senate's policy and Representatives,one, six-year
processes. term for senators and one
decision-making
"They are willing to do four-year term for President

Changeable Weather
Increases Number Of
Cases Of Cattle Diarrhea

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

6. Help WantedImmediate position LPN Olin.
dividual with knowledge of performing basic labratory procedures, along with other
duties to work in local doctors
office Send resume to fit 2
Box 39 Murray KY 42011
Need someone to babysit in my
home. 2 days per week Also
would like to do babysitting in
my home afternoons Call 753/230
Plant Engineering Assistant
Division of major U.S corporation requires a person with industriel and some drafting experience to assist plant
engineer and maintenance
supervisor in day to day
maintenance operation and
project work Please send
resume or letter stating
qualifications and salary requirement to Ebonite Corp
P 0 Box 746 Hopkinsville. KY
42240
Kesponsibie woman to keep
house and take care of 20
month old child. 3 days per
week Have own transportation
and references_ 153-7281

9.Sitalika arUitgWill do housecleaning Phone
437-4117
Will do babysitting in my home
753-0569

10:Biis. Opportunity
Earn extra money at home
Good pay easy work no.„ex
perience necessary
Send
resume to Susan Murray
Manor Apartments F5

BE YOUR
OWN BOSS*
-"-'c$ art eaCitIng OppOftu

to operate a business of
wn with a ST/01 invest
We are interested
..),..ai.fied Saes onented
Person eon) prevo0uS
experience to own and
operate a catalog store

UUU

all

Heart Clinic For
Medically Indigent
Children To Be Held
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NOTICE

t

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

\

PHANTOM
HE'S A
DEAR
FRIEND
OF OURS

DIANE, I JUST
TALKED BY RHONE
TO A FRIEND
OF YOuRS,

FRIEND
PRESIDENT

VANOTHER
YOURS 15
60RANDA OF IVORYLANA

HUSBAND THE
SAVED
THE LIVES OF BOTH PRESIDENTS?

(IS IT TRUE NOuR
MYSTER/OUS MR. wALKER*,

A circUlatiorr department
employee is on duty during these
DR. HENRY,
time periods to insure delivery of
„WHAT
your newspaper. Calls must be
ARE-YOU
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
GETTINC.
AT c
Warder - to - guarantee
,p.s.
-ws
defivelY.
The regular business office hours
'of The Norm Ledger Times are
1 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and I mi. to woo, &dui%
TOMORROW: wAgr?
dolt
YES,

PRESIDENT
L uAGA

?id
/rile(

,

3/6

HE AND
PR. LUAGA
A4ARRIEP
U5!

*FOR ME 614097
W.'° WALK5.

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p m. Monday-Friday or by
3.30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
aid 6 p.m., Monday Walk Fri-.
gay, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.

Rent. Call 753.
7618 after 5:00
•

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Carman Rogers
wish to express our appreciation and thanks for the
thoughtful acts of sympathy
and kindness extended to 'us
during his death. A special
thanks to the donors of food.
flowers, phone .calls and
prayers.
The family of Carman Rdgers.
Mrs. Lula A. Fitgers. Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Rogers. Clinton,
KY. Or, and Mrs. Barber

Rogers:V.40w00,0esch,
Mr. and Mrs.- Paul Mahan.
Sheridan: Mr•-••

5. Lost and Found
Found: Horse in Almo area,Call
759-4856 to identify, after: 3
pm

111E EIRSSIFIEDS1

.

lAvrray
It you are ariang to accept
'eponsib.iry HI return tor

future in ycur own business,

1S:Articles For Sale
Cleatznce sale' fireplace
enclosures with glass doors and
wire mesh draw screens all
sizes and finishes, while they
last . $34.99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
For sale 40 ft van load of used
office furniture, chairs desks
safes, 4 and 5 drawer file
cabinets, tables fiberglass and
plexiglass Ross & Sons Salvage
Mdse Inc Martin IN 38231
Phone (901) 581-2420 Open
Mon -Fri 130 to 530,Sat
130 to 3 00

FOR
SALE
Own your own Pinball
machine. We have a
variety of old pinball
mochines. Coll Bill
Smith.

733-1217
•
gallon.
fish
aquarium 75
One
with stand, antique cookie tars,
one tree house, merry-goround, 2 swing sets. 2 sets of
Avon blue glasses, Martha and
George Washington, bunch of
liquor bottles. 753-3316

16. Home Furnish-14s
Avacado frost-free side by side
refrigerator freezer with ice
maker $300 Call /53-4074 or
/53-1311
30 inch Enterprise range
5125 153-9731
For sale Console stereo. $250.
antique dresser. $165: solid
oak coffee table, $10 Call 1534362.
Five piece set cloth bean bags
and a bookcase Call 759-4430
Stainless Waterless Cookware
home
used,
never
demonsfetion kind Originally
$5.00, selli* $244 Will
deliver 1-324-32q
Two dining tables one with 6
chairs, china cabinet, 2 buffets, canopy bed, maple end
tables Call 753-8615
Two-half beds one solid maple
with springs $60 One with
mattress and box springs. $50
Call 753-9458

19. Farm-Equipment.

1950 Ferguson 4-1 condition,
grader blade and 5 tt bush
Richard Clerk
hog $2675. Call 759-1987
P.O. Box 546
'For sale 'Farm machinery. One
RianchesTer, TN.
Papec silage cutter; one silage
37355
blower: one John Deere
unloader wagon, one New
Holland hay bine. 9ft one 600
Ford tractor, 55, model with
equipment; one 20 ft hay
trailer. Call 489-2118. For sale 5000 Ford tractor.
12: Insurance •
diesel Call before 3 pm 4892140
We've
1086 International tractor with
cab and air, has duals, still
Got
under warranty. 489-2101
*
the Shield
MF-35 Diesel dçluxe set of
plows disc
arm wagon.
For your
Unicom wood htex, one row
lifo4hialth.Homo
tobacco se
All in A-1 condiCor•Formausinoss
tion Call 489-2705 after 5 pm
toot TO TNT 11141110
Super A Farmall. excellent condition, 52200 753-1905
Louie Ross
• Super C Farmall 3 pieces of
and
equipment plus 6 mower ExBerm less
cellent condition $2250' Call
901-642-6431 after 6 pm
54' Transport Auger, one year
210E.
Main
old.
Hutchinson 8",$1800
Ph
Call 435-4265
7'534401
1111111
111‘11•
Vac Case tractor, $600, new
Wards one man post hold dig4.11-i-nt To Buy
ger and auger. $150. steel cattle racks for long wheel bash.
Bicycle type exerciser Call
Ford or Chevy. $50. three
753-0368 after 4 pm
bushel Sears spreader seeder.
Cash for your used furniture
$50. two wheel trailer with 5
Will purchase by piece or
ft plywood sides, $100 Call
housefull 753-4109
437-4512
Crider house that needs work
Want to buy used wagon or
Call 753-9400
trailer Phone 498-8316
Pekingese puppy or grown dog,
20. Sports Equip_ment
prefer female Call 753-0164
Colt Python Call 753-5900 or
Paying $21 for silver dollars
753-4439.
Paying 520 per dollar for silver
22. Musical
coins Prices subject to market
527-9139
HAMMOND ORGAN Excellent
condition Worth $600. will
Used roto tiller Cheap •Call
take best offer Need to sell'
753-4864
Call 753-0243
Want to buy Junk cars Call
New and used Baldwin piano
474-8838 after 5 pm
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co
Want to buy 200 amp service
across from the Post Office
pole Call 753-7127
Paris, TN
Wanted to buy good used
Repossesed piano, balance due
houseboat 354-8370
or monthly payments. Also
practice pianos. 1 & B Music
silver
toying
753-7575.
trains, sterling
Save 25% on all new Wurlitter
g•Id
silver,
organs during March Beginnlevarary.
ing at only $400 1 & B Music,
Dixieland Shopping Center
7534837.
Murray.
.arr ,te itivonp lull personal
qual,ricatIons to

Lifeguards Needed
Applications are being accepted
.I by the Murray-Calloway County
POrk•Department far lifeguaidi:
Applications may be obtained at
Parks Office, 10th & Payne Sts.
Closing Deadline -April 15, 1980.

1
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lace
and
all
they
are

22. Musical

30. Business Rental

- Real Estate
43.

38. Pets-Supplies

Cocker
For rent Body shop. about 5 AKC registered male
$60
old,
weeks
12
Spaniel
miles out on 641 North Call
Call 753-5315 or 753-8881
753-5618 .
Four Coon hounds, 2 Red bones
and 2 black and tans Call 489_
2213
New leasing
For sale AKC registered black
Three-quarter size mien Nice
Office spdce in new
female Labrador Retriever pupinstrument with case $95 Call
pies 522-6154
professional building,
after 4 pm, 753-8776
121. Johnson Blvd. Coll
41. Public Sale
753-9201 er
Used console stereo, only $25
Also repossesed console stereo
7534535
Having a yard sale?
monthly payments 753-7575
Then pickup your free
23. Exterminating
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
31. Want To Rent
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village ShopWant to lease. Air cured and
ping Center just
Burley tobacco base. tall 7591751.
across from the
Boston Tea Party.
32. Apts. For Rent
PIANO IN STORAGE
Beautiful spinet console
stored locally Reported like
new Responsible party con
lake at big saving on low
Write
payment balance
Joplin Piano Joplin Missouri
64801

ised
!sks
file
and
rage
237
)pen
Sat

all
a
all
sill

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

,allon
e jars
rry-go
ets of
a and
ch of

24. Miscellaneous •
10% off wall paper orders 72
hour service Coast to Coast
Hardware Central Shopping
Center
For sale- Small business computer system. TRS-80, includes
programs for most business
needs. Data Processing Consultants, 304 S Dunlap. Paris,
TN 38242 (901) 642-8627 or
642-0127.
For sale Used 8' fluorescent
tubes. Call 753-3944.
For sale 70 ft. t.v tower, new
rotor and hinge plate. 1539643.
For sale. Nikon F2 with 50 mm
F-2 lens. 135 mm 3.5 lens, 28
mm 2.5 lens. Gitzo Hi-pod. All
in perfect condition $700 or
best offer. Call after 5 pm,
436-2855.
Foam board insulation, 4tt. x
8f1. x 'Ai in., reguarly $3 79,
speciat $3.29. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping
•
Center.
For sale- 6 foof pool table. 4362434
For sale. 2-wheel utility trailer.
Heavy load construction. Excellent condition. $225. Phone
753-7846.
Gypsum wall board, 4ft. x 8ft.
x in., reguarly $3.98.'special
$3 50. Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping Center.
Wheel chair for sale, like new.
Call 753-1589.

rigs

y side
h ice
)74 or

range

$250.
solid
II 753-

ri bags
-4430
kware
lome
ginally
Will

with 6
2 bufe end

maple
with
s $50

Mt damn.
bush
37
•y. One
silage
Deere
New
ne 600
I with
t. hay

26. TV-Radio
Craig AM-FM 8-track stereo
with 2 Craig chrome box
speakers. 60 watt I DI
equalizer, like new. Call 4892364 after 6 pm.
Two repossesed 25" color t.v.s,
remote,control. Take up small
monthly payments. Warranted
& B Music, 153-7575.

!ractor,
n 489or with
s. still
1
set of
wagon,
condi5 pm
nt conrces of
er Lx
G' Call
le year
$1800
_
1. new
Id dig
!el catbase.
three
seeder,
with 5
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900 or

cellent
will
o sell'
piano
no Co •
Office
ce due
Also
Music
Atter
leginn
Music,
center

_

MO.

Furnished apartment, near
downtown Murray. Call 7534109.
For rent Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment, furnished
pr unfurnished, partial utilties
furnished. 1414 Vine St.
For rent: 2 bedroom townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air
Call 753-7550.
For rent- 1 bedroom garden
apartment, carpeted, range,
refrigerator, disposer. Call 7531550.
Furnished one bedroom apartment Zimmerman Apartments.
SoutF 16th. 753-6609.
For-tent. Nice one bedroom furnished apartment, $125 Call
753-3949.
Furnished upstairs apartment,
near campus, no pets, $115
per month, references please.
Call 759-4182 or 762-4426 ask
for Bonnie
Nice furnished one bedroom
apartment. Inquire 100 South
13th Street.
New duplex apartment. 2
unfurnished,
bedroom
fireplace, and all appliances
$265 per month. Call 7531779.
One bedroom, adjoining University. water furnished. $130.
1303 Chestnut. Phone 7533134.
Spacious one bedroom apartment, $165 per month, $100
.deposit, all utilities plus cable
furnished. No pets. Ideal for
single girls. Call 153-9829.
Two bedroom furnished apartment on water at Lakeway
Shores. Call 436-2131.

33. Rooms for Rent

JOHN SMITH

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

43. Real Estate
Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service., because changing
homes -is enough trauma by
itself. In a word it's called adjustment Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
nieghborhood.
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere The schools, parks,
shopping facilities. Now for the
ingenious part. VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present 'home from another city. then help that family Sclurst
to your neighborhood_ Sound
familiar? It's the same thing
we do for you someplace else.
Call 753-1492 for helpful information on this service.

110904111101tS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

31-E0
How'do we handle it if Muhammed Ali
"
comes out in favor of the draft',

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Four bedroom home on wooded
lot, 2 full baths, den 17x24
with fireplace and wet bar,
near University and high
school, one block from Robertson. Priced in mid $60's. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
or Susy Wells 753-1585 or
Geneva Giles 753-6557.
Good quality older home
located at 500 N 6th Street.
Has 3 bedrooms, living room,
kitchen dining room combination, utility room and enclosed
porch. Old Carriage House provides outside storage. Large lot.
Priced at $25,900. Need to sell
to complete settlement of
estate. Call Spann Realty
Associates 753-7724

Practically new home on double lot, has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, with central heat and
air. Immediate possession.
Owner must sell Asking
$27,000. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7124.
Three bedroom brick home
with 3 full baths, fireplace, kitchen with all appliances, rec
room. Priced $48,500. Call.
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
or Susy Wells 753-1585 Of
Geneva Giles 753-6557.

er

1

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &

Reel Estiite
Southside Court Squore

Murray, Kosetweiry
753-4451

Nice 3 bedroom B.V. home
• near downtown. Large living
room, fireplace, full basement,
air, large lot,
•
• central heat and
• stove and refrigerator Included
in possession of deed. Located
• at 711 Elm St. Galloway Realty,
:522 Main St., phone 753-5842.
Ainley Auction IL
Realty Sales

Profesalonal Serv ices
With The Fnendly Touch'

(OK RUP1RT 4116111

NEW FOR 1980
Lovely 2 B.R., 2 bath,
By, just completed in
subdivision,
quiet
North of Murray.
Beautifully decorated,
thick carpeting, luxury throughout, great
room with fireplace.
24x30 workshop with
220 wiring, fluorescent
lighting. Good garden.
In 50's.

ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
4 bedroom house in
Hazel with garage that
can be used for cleanup shop. House has gas
heat, wall to wall
carpets, city water
and sewer. Recently
insulated and wired. A
good buy at 127,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222. We are
members of Multiple
Listing Service.

Oneer ROO.,
APPro1K4r
Pr, 19011479 2986 or 479 3713
Sou* fulton TOM,

Were sold on your house
before we sell it..,Our theory is
simple. We take the time to
know your house. puce it correctly, and discover it's distinctive features. Because we're
sold on it, it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paperwork. It's all a matter of spending our time wisely so it
doesn't waste yours. This is just
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta- Jobs
Realtori-today at 753-1492.
We're the Neighborhood Professionals.

Nice room for rent near MSU.
Private entrance with living
room, kitchen, laundq
facilities available. Phone arid
cable P/ hookups. $55 per
month. Call 759-4538 after 12
noon
-1N-THECOUNTRY:
27.- Mobile-Home Sales Steeping rooms, refill/eta oi
LOW TAXES.
Zimmerentrance.
hall,
private
197'3 Homette mobile home,
Northwest
miles,
2
34
16th,
South
Apartments,
man
12x60, 2 bedroom, furnished,
of Murray, good 32 air conditioners, new carnet 753-6609.
bedroom frame home,
and curtains. $5500. 759- 34. Houses For Rent
recently recarpeted
1797.
Farm house. located 10 miles
and redecorated. On 22
Two -bedroom, 1972 Citation, eaq of Murray. Call 753-2480
acres, 300' ft. of
condiair
natural gas heat, and
iffer 5 pm.
highway
blacktop
tioned. Located at Riveria Cts.
some
frontage,
$3900. Call 436-2430 after 6 For rent Nice house, convetimber, several outUniversity.
to
located
niently
pm.
Only
buildings.
available March 15 Absolutely
Westwood 10x50 Trailer, com- no pets. Couples preferred.
$32,000.
and Write P.O. Box 32 J.
pletely remodeled
carpeted. Must sell! $3000
Partly furnished house for'rent
Phone 753-4879
753-8080
in country with garden, for
28. Mob. Rome Rents family and pets. $110 per month, plus deposit. Write to P.O. For sale. Duplex. Has 2
bedrooms, living room, bath
Box 32 H.
Mobile homes for rent,
shower, dining room, kitwith
rotes.
reasonable
Three bedroom, one bath brick chen and utility room, covered
livenio Courts, 641
house. $300/ month, one mon- front porch, patio, central heat
ths rent in advance plus $200 and ait, thermo windows, nice
North, Murray, KY 7 3security deposit. Call Mr. cabinets, quality carpeting, foil
3200.
Wilder. 753-3231.
sty-to-foam, brick veneer, conmobile
Two bedroom house in country, crete drives and walks. Has
For rent. Two bedroom
home, all electric, central air available first of March. Adults 1800 sq ft. setting high on a
large lot. Price $53,000. Conand heat, couples only, no only. 753-7813.
struction finished by March
pets. $50 deposit, $150 per
month. Phone 753-2377.
36. For Rent Or Lease 15th. Call lames R. Hamilton.
753-9400.
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer.
Mini
located at Croppy Hollow. $165
STROUT REALTY, 111c.
per month. Call after 6 pm,
Warehouse
The Tedder. saes 1 WI le 4eryloo rbe
436-2788.
Irises Wye, mad soden
Storage Space
For rent: Mobile home, located
FARMS HOMES
For Rent
neat the university, 10 x 50.
BUSINESSES
Phone 753-3895 after 5 pm.
ARE AND RECREATIONAL
753-4758
PROPERTY
Two bedroom all electric
mobile home. 1.5 miles from
Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Murray. No pets. Ideal for 37. Livestock-Supplies
Everywhere. "'free- Catoglog
single girls. $140 per month, Good Timothy-Clover hay for
$100 deposit. 753-9829.
sale, $1.50 per bale. Call 492Street Radty
leo I. tams Onollow
12x60, Two bedroom, clean, 8949 after 5 pm.
1912 Coldorolor Rd
nice furniture, private lot, yard. 38. Pets-Supplies
/SI 8186
wormy. ly
$140 per month, water furnish- A.A.A. dog grooming, 12 years
ed. Deposit required. Phone
experience, $10. Call Goldie Look us over before you look
753-5788.
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579. around...When you're ready to
you need a lot of
a
29. Heating-Cooling
AKC registered Great Dane stud buy home,
questions answered. Like what
759-1751.
portible
Call
watt
service.
4,000
stack
Four
kind of ftnancing is best?
electric heaters, $36.99. Wallin Beagle puppies and mother. Where are the schools? ShoppHardware, Paris,
Call 865-3868.
ing Cerfters? What about the
30. Business Rental
Basic and AclyaiRd 400 obt paperwork that's usually.involv--Suite-dr office dieniTclaSses ititf private" 1-6- -edliftlibe pump nitigfht*inO
- (HBO"
_ space available for rent .or _ structizios. Also tracking. and other questions by calling Cenlease. Includes both single and protection training. All breeds tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
double offices and conference and ages from .2 months up. at 753-1492. We have lust this
worn. Close to court square. Prefestionai jnstriitttir; 436- kind'of information first makes
your house hunting easier.
753-4109.
2858.

StriMit

Realty
. IC au
ST8010 SP
' ovin CATALOG

(Na. 156) CONVENIENCE &
ECONOMY? Thor s what you'll
have with this 3 BR home.
about '2 block from University & 2 blocks from grocery
Gas heat, 12x13. den Only;
$32,900.
FINE FARAUTT1 (No. 115).
3.2 Acres MI. Fronts rood
mile from lake Mail and
school ' bus route Comm
water, fencing, steel gates.
Born is 36i82 and is like new,
elec., phone avail. water is
in, 514 800 and It is yours.
INTERESTED IN OLD HOUSE
POTENTIAL (No. 122). This
res. town prop 5 close to
schools and' shopping. Just
blocks front -college 50x180
lot, older house could be
mode into a goad 3 unit rentol, 4 bedrooms. 2 ranges,
refrigerator in kitchen, both,
paneling, city water and
sewer, large porch. 118,800.

4-UNIT
APARTMENT
BUILDING
Good rate of return on
this 2 story rental property just listed. Priced in the 160's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. for 24 hour Real
Estate Service.
WE'RE BRINGING
THE 80'S HOME TO
YOU!
Owner must leave town, health
reasons. 13 acres of good
farmland, nice 3 bedroom
home with lots of out
buildings. Close to town on major highway. Now reduced. Call
James Green at Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

'457Farms For Sale
Three acres, prime building
site, fenced, septic tank and
well, large garden, big trees,
tool shed with security light.
Only 2r2 miles from Murray on
blacktop. Serious inquiries only. 759-4683 after 7 pm. No
realtors.

46. Homes For Sale
House with one acre lot, heats
with gas, has garden with apple and pear trees. Call 5271764.
Save 10%, buy from owner.
Lovely country home with new
elect, plurtrb, insulation, storm
windows and doors. Large kitchen, large family room, living
room, utility room, bedrooms
and bath. On paved Claytown
rd. (4 miles E of Hazel). Nice
landscaping and drive. Priced
for immediate sale at $20,000.
To see contact - Elton Hudson,
498-8731.
Two bedroom house and 2 rental units. Low $30's. 753-8049.

53. Services Offered

48. Auto. Services

Andrus Body Shop Repairs all
Will haul driveway
Heed oiling and tinting
makes loaner car available
white rock and ag
work
body
with
estimates
done with distinction pt
Free
lime. Also have washgravel.
ed
CARTER STUDIO
Truckload tire salel Truck tires
489-2374
highway tread 100x15- 6 ply
753-1298
304Mibi
$11 84 plus $2 96 FE!,
RONNIE PEA •
H18x15 . 6 Ply, $36.54 plus
$349 FE!, 150x16' , 8 ply. Concrete and block cork Block Licinsed Electrician and gas in
$43 68 plus $3 80 FE! Wallin garages, basements driveways stallation heating installation
Hardware. Paris
walks patios, steps free and repairs Call 1531203
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite estimates Char,es Barnett Lawns and cemeterys mowed •
snow tires with studs. mounted 753-5476
free estimates 436-2240 or
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet Carpentry service. Whatever 436 2573 or 1531537
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet your needs, old or new. quality
Mobile home anchors, roofs
Size6. 78x14. $90. Call 753- work. Call 753-0565
2
sealed and underpinning
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable Aluminum or fiberglass Also
49. Used Cars
rates, prompt and efficient serawnings and carports.
Chevy
a 3777Tew vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489= patio
ingle or double lack Glover
tires and muffler. $400 Call 2774
753-1873 after 6 pm
437-4512.
DriveWays white rocked and Mitchell
Blacktopping
1914 Cutlass Supreme, power graded. Any size white rock or driveways and small lobs a
steering, power brakes, air, 8- pea gravel, one ton arid' up. .speciality also patching and
c2k, tape player, good condi- Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
tr1a9
4
seal coating 153-1531
tion. Call after 1 pm, 437Electrical or plumbing repairs, N & M painting and wall paperby the job, by the hour. Well ing 753-7337 or 437-4617
4-door,
1970 Chevrolet Impala,
pumps repaired. 474-2257.
Painting - Paper hanging Comair conditioned, 350 motor
mercial or residential 25 years
good work car, $300. 1974
experience Free estimates
Gremlin, 304 motor, good gas
mileage, needs some body
Custom grading and 1 759-1981
work, $600. 753-1978 after 4
Snow removal from driveways,
gravel hauling. For free
pm.
parking lots. etc. Also tractor
estimates call 75 1 'work - breaking, disking.
6472 or 489-2372.
1976 Grand Prix. lots of extras.
bushhogging, blade work. Call
$2000. Call 753-6246 or 153753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5
7889.
pm 753-2632.
1976 8rand Prix. Call 753- Guttering by Sears, Sears conper Will haul driveway white rock
installed
gutters
tinous
pm.
4:30
9208 after
your specifications. Call Sears and -Ag lime. also have any type
1971 Lincoln Continental Mark 753-2310 for free estimates.
of brown or white pea gravel
III. Loaded with equipment,
Also do backhoe work. Call
in
Sears,
by
blown
new tires, in good condition. Insulation
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
high
heating
and
these
on
save
Call 1-354-621-1 after 4 pm.
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- 753-6763. 1911 Lincoln Mark V. all op- 2310. for free estimates.
Will do plumbing and heating
tions. Call 767-4167.
Licensed electrician, prompt. repairs and remodeling around
1978 Monza, new tires, sky efficient service. Call Ernest the home. Call 753-2211 or
753-9600.
roof, all extras, extra good gas White, 753-0605.
mileage. Call 492-8441.
Wet basement? We make wet
PAINTING
basements dry. work complete1973 Olds 98, 2-door hardtop,
FtesulentLaT Farm
ly guarenteed. Call or write
extra clean, loaded, Michelin
'and Commercial
Morgan Construction Co..
radials. Call 153-5482.
Spray, brush dr roller
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
Experience
Yrs.
15
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency,
KY 42001, or call day or night*
WORLEY
RALPH
fully equipped, locally owned,
1-442-7026.
436-2353
Price
condition.
good
in
negotiable. Call 753-9694 durfr
ing day, Th3-4097 evenings.
Fall
Cleaning
Nana
1969 Pontiac wagon, extra
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
good condition. See at 509 S
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
11th St.
night:

I

I

50. Used Trucks

1978 Chevrolet- Big 10 pickup,
4-speed transmission, positive
traction differential. New rear
6-ply luggs. 41,000 miles.
Perfect condition. $3750. Call
753-4828.
1978 34 ton 4-Wheel drive
pickup. Call 759-4619.
Chevrolet pickup, SWB.
1972
PLACE
THE
BE
COULD
THIS
tool bins, automatic, runs and.
(No. 117). Near new home,
looks good. 753-4478 or 759Western red cedar exterior,
full walk-out basement, 1
4937.
cor garage with elec. door
Ford F-250 XLT-Ranger truck.
opener outside storage, 2
Camper special, overhead
bedrooms, both, eat-in kit.,
Dreamer camper, fully selfheat pump good insulation,
47. Motorcycles
contained, sleeps 6. excellent
city utilities carpeting, dishwasher, disposal included.
1970 350 Honda with wind condition. Will sell camper
Beautifully landscaped lot is
jammer. $585 or best offer. seperately. 759-1328.
90x150, at. corner, blocks
489-2273.
19119-ford F-350 Ranger XLT,
church, schools.
.store
4-door, long - bed.- 'AM-FM
$47,500 Be the lucky new
48. Auto. Service&
stereo, air, power, tilt, dual
owner
fuel tanks, low mileage, $8900.
MICHELIN
MICHELIN
Strout Rooky
Call 1-247-8591 days or 1-247CARROLL
Offices Coast-to-Coast
1270 nights.
Boyers from Everywhere
TIRE
Listings Noodled
1978 5500 serieS white GMC
SERVICE
Joel Kennon Broker
truck, single axle, 2dump
753 0186
YOUR CAR AND
speed transmission, good tires,
1912 Ccelerater Rd
LIGHT TRUCK
Murray Ky 47071
13,000 actual miles, 10 ft.
5o1es Assocsotes
DEALER
TIRE
bed, like new. Gone out
Rogers
2294
ne
John lofes
434-2321
1105 POGUE
Tye GrOVIM
of business must sell im537114
Chuck Shoff,,/
mediately. Call Paris; (901)
753 1489
,K,T 4751'
642-7721.
MKHELIN MKNEUN
1973 GMC pickup. automatic,
full power. good condition. Call
HORNIIIICKLE BARBER SHOP
436-2555.
maim,Streetf
09 mai,
•
Closed All Day Wed.
1968 Scout 4-wheel drive with
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
V8, good gas mileage. Call days
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
evenings 153-6132.
753-8532.
if
Pic
.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
.. .
,
WICK MIS
Campers
51.
., F„, Hey, ot & House Colts pleose)Coll 753 3685 one doy n od °ore
trailers for.
Prowler
new
the
See
1980 -..Also many good used
trailers. Arrowhead Camper'
Salts-7 Highway 80 East,
Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
''?

West Kentucky Polled
HerefordShowAssociation
6th Annual
on

Spring
and Sale March 8,
1980, at West Ky. Livestock and Etposition Center,
Murray, Ky.
Show at 9:00 a.m. and Sale at 12:30 p.m.
Selling 14 bulls, 19 open heifers, and 18 bred
heifers. Some of the most popular pedigrees in
America presented.

Estate Auction
Friday, March 7th at 2 p.m. at the home place of Mr.
Raymond Phelps, 410 South Ilth St. in Murray, KY.
To list a few items; Refrigerator, sewing machine, oak
chiffrobe, secretary combination, flat top trunk,
wrought iron patio set, naughide couch, lamps, six
legged table, stereo table, pots and pans, gloss and
china, wash kettle, many hand and garden tools, carpenter tools, other items to numerous to mention.
Sale held rain or shine or snow!
.4 •

Dan Miller's Auction Service
ter mare Information call 435-4144

..”••••11.

759-1176

'BOYD-MAJORS

,"11

DON'T POSTPONE
HAPPINESS
This may be the home
you've been waiting
for, designed to bring
instant happiness and
pleasure to your family. Nothing was
overlooked in making
this quality home the
ultimate in beauty,
and offers3 bedrooms,
2 baths, large family
room with fireplace,
and 'double car
garage. Call and treat
yourself to a showing
of this lovely home.
Phone ,753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for full
time real estate service.
HOUSE&
APPROXIMATELY
3 ACRES
Unusual opportunity
to have your own horse
farm within the city
limits of Murray. Property has attractive
cypress plank fencing,
36' x 24' redwood and
concrete block house
stable, and the home is
an extremely well
3
maintained
bedroom,2 bath home.
rnone kopperua iteatty, 753-1222 for all the
information on 'this
once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. 70's,

53. Services Offered

52. Boats and Motors
1977 18 ft. Arratvglass inboardoutboard boat. $5595. Call 1247-8591 days or 1-247-1210
nights.

53: Services Offered
FOR
GOOD CLEAN COAL,
Lime and Lime Rock,
Gravel, Sand, and Dirt.
Call
Tony Lee Barnett
753 4776
AA-I ALL TYPES home remodelmaintenance.
and
ing
References. Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
free
cleaning,
Carpet
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanjog. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827
Wont it film, new?
?
,
_
Wenf:it .001
Carpentry, iltrjr idea,
painting. ,

Call
753-8895

REAL ESTATE

105 N. 12th Street
753-8080

VALUE...WITH TERMS TO PLEASE
Just listed...2 BR., frame- home, 1 mi. W. of
Kirksey on Hwy. 464. Structually sound, large
living room,new plumbing, lot 75 x 180, good outside storage bldg. Better hurry - This one won't
last long at $15,000.

HOUSE UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Move into this Brand new 3 BR.,2 Bath, B.V.
home, almost finished-many quality features,
central electric heat pump, great room with
fireplace, entry hall, 2 car garage. In lovely
Gatesboro. Buy now and select your colors. ONLY 853,500.00.

After Office Hours

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Audra Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Reuben Moody 753-9036
Homer Miller 753-7519
B.Hook 753-2387

ESTATE AUCTION
Estate Auction, Saturday, March 8th at 10 a.m. at
the home place of Mr. Editor Armstrong, one mile east
of Taylor's Store on Highway 1 828 from Murray take
Highway 94 West to Highway 783, go about 4 miles
torn West on 1 12 follow auction arrows.
To list a few items: Small chest type deep freeze,
refrigerator, electric stove, almost new dinette suit,
gloss door pie safe, some good glass and china, silverware, pots and pans, three old beds, one full bed with
brass cops on post, half bed (brass), one foncy post
wood bed, three dressers, one hand mode small oak
chest, kerosene lamps, other lamps, matching rocker
and choir, other rockers, six matching straight chairs,
treadle sewing machine, copper boiler, flat irons, cast
iron items, old Elgin striking mantle clock, old 22 rifle,
one lot of good old quilts, model 30 Ferguson tractor
with good pickup disc,. two 14" breaking plows, a
complete set. of horse drawn tools in good condition.
One lot of tobacco scaffolds, old corn sheller, one lot
of hay, one new horse drown wain drill, 5 sets of
brass knob homes, good horse collars, lawn mowers,
tiller, hand and garden tools. Many other items to
numerous to mention. This is only a partial listing.
Come and stay all day! Eats and drinks available!
Not responsible for accidents.
Sole Contcted By

DAN MILLER'S AUCTION
04,
SERVICE
-1.1 435-4144
For more int._
DoriForris
Oen
App. Auctioneer
Auctioneer
"My Service doesn't Cost, It Pays!"
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Deaths & Funerals
Jack Moon Dies At
Age Of 57; Rites
Be On Friday

Mr. Lyle, Father
Of Mrs. Pitman,
Dies Wednesday

THE NEWS IN BRIEF

Final Rites Today
For Ernest White

F'ederal Reserve Board would folded up his tent the same ture and Teleiision Country take place." He said he hoped
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
AP) - obtain added powers to fight it day, canceling television House of complications from a to announce today, the
Americans' 124th day of cap.
Carter administration of- under a compromise forged by ddvertiiing in three key states bout with pneumonia. He had
The funeral for Ernest
ficials are debating whether to House and Senate conferees.
and trimming his paid staff.
been hospitalized there since tiodY, when it would take
Jack Moon died Wednesday
White, Murray Route 3, is be- ask Congress for the authority
The panel took action
Jan. 25, suffering from the ef- place.
Wallace Lyle of Goshen, ing
Wednesday that would
-This meeting one way or
at the Henry County General
held today at 1:30 p.m. at
companies
order
to
roll
to
WOODLAND
HILLS,
Calif.
fects
of a stroke he suffered
Va.,father of Mrs. W. J. MarHospital, Paris, T-enn. He was
the chapel of the J. H. Churthe other has to be effecincreases that ex- remove, over a six-year (AP)- Jay Silverheels, the 51.2 years ago.
price
back
57 years of age and an tha i Pitman of Murray, died chill Funeral Home with the
tuated, it has got to take place,
ceed the voluntary anti- penod, the current 5.5 percent full-blooded Mohawk known to
employe of the W. M. Avery suddenly on Wednesday at his Rev. William Melton and the
and this is a decision of the
inflation guidelines, sources ceiling on passbook interest millions of television viewers INTERNATIONAL
rates.
Wholesale Lumber Company, home.
Rev. Howard Rice officiating.
(AP) a-- Iranian Foreign Revolutionary Council, and
say.
as the Lone Ranger's faithful
Survivors include his wife, Maxine Frankhouser
Puryear, Tenn.
is
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh Ira not going to be reversed,"
Another proposal wouril re- NATIONAL
Indian
companion
has
Tonto,
AP) - Howard H. Baker died at the age of 62.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Grace Lyle; two organist.
said the meeting between the Ghotbzadeh said early today
quire U.S. companies to give
Mrs. Virginia Trumbull daughters, Mrs. Pitman of
Serving as pallbearers are
advance notice of price in- Jr.. an also-ran Fri Weil -- A "anadian-born athlete U.N. investigating commis- after meeting. with the five
Moon; two daughters, Mrs. Murray and Mrs. Hal (Betty Larry Roberts, Harold Gibcreases. That would enable Republican primary and at and actor, Silverheels died sion and the American U.N. representatives at their
George Miller and Mrs. Jerry Jean( Dunbar, Miami, Fla.: son, Don Perry, Bill Harrell,
government to block, at least $700,000 in debt, has settl- Wednesday at the Motion Pic- hostages in Tehran has got to Tehran hotel.
the
King, Paris, Tenn.; two sons, one son, W. W. Lyle, Stanton, Bobby Langston and Billy
temporarily, those that ed for his jai) as Senate
least
minority leader while former
Terry Lee Moon, Paris, Tenn., Va.
Gatewood. Burial will follow
excessive.
are
Also surviving ire nine -in the
and Rickie Wells Moon,
Pisquah Cemetery in
could not immediately be president Gerald R. Ford feels
It
grandchildren including Jay Latham,Tenn.
McKenzie.Tenn.
_
learned if similar options were an ever-greateritch to try the
He is also survived by two -Pitman- --of- Lexington, and
Mr. White, 59, was proconsidered
being
to perils 'of- the White - House
stepdaughters, Miss Shelly Michael, Martha Lyle, and nounced dead on arrival at
strengthen enforcement of course once again.
After finishing fourth in both
Rainey, Puryear, Tenn., and Suzanne Pitman of Murray.
12:39 p.m. Tuesday at the
wage guidelines.
Funeral and burial services Murray-Calloway County
Vermont
Miss Sherry Gladstone, Paris,
and
Adoption of either price pro- the
Tenn.;
Hospital. He had been stricken
. two stepsons, Scott will be held at Goshen, Va.
Not voting were council 100 seats. Senate Bill 187, coposal would strengthen the Massachusetts primaries,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Finley and Kevin Gladstone,
ill at his home.
CouriciL„on Wage and Price Baker, of Tennessee, pulled The Urban County Council has' members Eleanor Leonard, sponsored
by- several
He is survived by hiltife,- --Stability, which oversees the out of the GOP race Wednes- gone on record opposing two Anne Gabbard, John Wiggin- senators, none from LexParis, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Virginia; three sons including '-voluntary program.
day. saying "It's pretty clear bills to bring Sunday liquor ton and Mn Ross. Mrs. ington, would give local
Martha Wilson, Paris, Tenn.
Nathan White, Murray Route
the campaign isn't going sales to Lexington, although Leonard Said the issue should legislative.bodies, like the UrThe funeral will be held Fri3; four daughters, three
day at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
WASHINGTON (AP) - anywhere.
four council members walked not be handled by the local ban County Council, the
Another Republican, Rep. out of the meeting before the 9- government.
sisters, three brothers, and
Chapel of the Ridgeway MortiSmall savers could get some
authority to permit such sales.
Mrs. Garvis( Almer) Lee of two half brothers.
cians, Paris, Term., with
"If we all want to be in
relief from inflation and the Philip Crane of rilinois, all but 1 vote.
burial to follow in the Shady Dexter died today at 3:45 a.m.
Frankfort, we ought to have
at the Murray-Calloway CounGrove Cemetery.
run for (state) office," she
ty Hospital. She was 68 years
said. "We have overstepped
of age.
our bounds."
Born March lI, 1911, in
Wigginton said he stepped
Calloway County, she was the
out to make a telephone call
LEXINGTON, Ky. ukPi - investigating alledged wrongIng transactions.
Final rites for William R. daugher of the late Wavel
Democratic Party andor its and had not intended to miss
The subpoena also asked for officials and a list of persons
Whitis of 518 South 13th Street, Pritchett and Minnie Hunt A special federal grand -jury doing related to state governthe vote. Mrs. Gabbard said
all documents maintained by:
Murray, will be held today at 3 Pritchett. She was a member has subpoenaed the financial ment during the Ford and Carauthorized to use the she went to get coffee and "did
-JR. Miller, state party facilities."
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. of the Dexter Church of Christ. records of the Kentucky roll administrations. The jury
not consider that a particularchairman from 1971-73 and
Churchill Funeral Home with
When Hunt was chairman, ly important vote."
Mrs. Lee is survived by her Democratic Party for a 7's- has returned no mdictniens
.now mayor of Owensboro.
the Rev. Randolph Allen of- husband, Garvis lee; two year period.
the party paid the rent on a
and made no report to date.
Mrs. Ross said she was "a
ficiating.
The period covers most of
The records, which filled
daughters, Mrs. Nell Houk,
-H.K. Taylor of Morehead, Frankfort apartment for little disgusted with the whole
Burial will follow in the Dexter, and Mrs. Nancy Com- the administrations of former nine large carrying cases, executive director at
state Hunt. The $180-a-month cost subject. I would have stayed if
Murray Memorial Gardens.
pton, Eddyville; one son, Gov. Wendell Ford. -who is were -picked up by federal
party headquarters from 1972- was, criticized by U.S. Rep. - there had been any legitimate
Mr. Whitis,84, died Tuesday Thomas Lee, Dexter; two . now a U.S. senator, and agents last Thursday, the
Carroll Hubbard.
4.
debate, but it
was
at 11:35 a.m. at the Murray- sisters, Mrs. Gladys Garland, former Gov. •Jujian Carroll. -party's business manager,
Mrs. Collins, a party deteriorating . into a moral
-Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt
Calloway County Hospital. "
George Anna Collins, said
Jr. of Lexington, party Chair- employee since 1977,said that, issue."
Murray,and Mrs. Lois Elkins, Both men are Democrats.
He is survived ex'his wife, Dexter; five brothers-Euel. ' The jury spec.ifically re- , Wednesday.
other than the Hunt apartman from 1975-78.
Senate Bill =4, introduced
Mrs. Maude K. Whitis; one Fred, Hays, and Harvey Prit- quested records that had been
ment,she is not aware of anay by Sen. Mike Moloney, DThe subpoena requested
We'll protect almost
-Michael Templeman of apartment- or
sister, Mrs. Grace Nicholson, chett, all of Dexter, and kept by several party officials. records between Jan. 1, 1972,
condominium Lexingtop, would permit Sunanything you own or rent assistant
Frankfort,
to
former
who were close 'allies of the and June 30, 1979, including
Paducah; two brothers, Leonard Pritchett, Almo..
leased by the party.
home, apartment,
day sales of liquor by the drink
condominium, and
Houston Whitis, Murray Route
. Mrs. Collins said that some in restaurants with more than
records of.cash receipts and Hunt and now director of the
Also surviving are two half former governors.
possessions.
.
The jury, which has been disbursements, contributions, Kentucky Small (Coar) of the items requested,such as
2, and Solon Whitis, Boaz sisters, Mrs. Irene Dillion and
Technical correspondence
Gore
us
a
calf.
Route 1; one niece; one Mrs. Peggy Ford, Dexter; meeting in secrecy since last - vendors, audits, telephone Operators
files of
Assistance Project.
:nephew.
former party officials, were
three half brothers-Cecil Par- June 14, apparently has been numbers and calls, and banknot at headquarters. She said
rith and'James Pritchett.
-Frankfort attornery
FEDERAL
William Curliin - Jr., party she is not aware of telephone
Dexter, and Willis Pritchett,
Federal-State Market News Service
logs having been kept.
March 6.1980
treasurer from 1976-78.
KEMPER
Almo; 11 grandchildren; three
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Miller and Ternpleman ap- Free and Accepted Masons
--Jan Sparks, formerly a
great grandchildren.
Neamey INSURANCE
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
peared before the special will meet Saturday, March 8,
Receipts: Act. 500 Est, 650 Barrows &
secretary to Hunt.
The funeral will be held Frilosoreeco COMPANY
Gilts mostly steady Sows steady to 31.00
The subpoena also asked for grand jury last year.
at 7 p.m.at the lodge hall.
day at 2 p.m. at the Dexter
Agency
A former Murrayan, John I. the former tetta Yates,
higher
all _records regarding apart- ' Witnesses called by a grand
US 1-2 200-230 lkis
335.5036.00 Church of Christ ifith John
Billy Miller,. master of the
107 N. Itie Ilinvtreft cart...ran
Hiidson, has been proMoted daughter of Mr.and Mrs. L. R.
US2200240 lbs
U5.25-35.75
jury are not necessarily lodge, invites all Master
from the rank of colonel to Yates of Murray. Their ments or condominiums leasUS 2-3 240-250lbs.
753-4937
334.25-3515 Hicks officiating.
US 2-4 260-280 lbs.
Burial Will follow in the• brigadier general with the children are Reid. Hudson, ed or-purchased-kir-use-of-the- targets au,investigation.
Masons to attend.
Sows
US-1-2 270-350 lbs.
United States Marine Corps. Mrs. Roy (Lori) Harper,
331.00-32.00 Stewart cemetery with the arUS 1-3 300-4.51)lbs. ..
329.00-31.00 rangements 'by the Linn
Yos:4140111016-`16bilis megrailig510116.11101101.1•
He is now stationed at Yuma Clark Hudson,and Yates Hud01 14016.1110moion.%
1‘
US 1-3 450-500166.
. 831.00-33.00
Air Base, Yuma, Arizona, son.
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. .633.0034.50few 35.50 Funeral Home,Benton, where
1JS 2-3 300-500 lbs.
taloo.a.00 friends may call after 5 p.m. where he has been the station
The new brigadier general
Boars over 300 lbs. 24.00.26 03 under 300
today (Thursday).
CO for the past four years.
lbs. 20.00-24.00
began his military career as a
Hudson said since his pro- Navy enlisted man. After
motion,
he will probably go'to completing navy boot camp
a3=2
mem
,
/ maim
mit
,
I
one of several Marine Corps and schools he was selected to
Joint staff billets. His wife is
attend flight training. It was
during flight school- that` he
chose to become a Marine
Corps aviator.
As the aircraft maintenance
officer of VMC-2 between May
Hours:
Phone
Olympic Plaza
1962 and June 1963, Hudson
9-9
Sun.
1-6
753-7113
The Murray Band- Boosters participted in aerial photo
Murray, Ky.
will meet Tuesday, March 11, reconnaissance over Cuba
..„:44001010%. 111011110 0u."WILN
11116,111010111,1410111111110111011111.1116.
111
at 7 p.m. at the Murray High during the missile crisis for
1979 Chevrolet Pickup Silverodo
Room.
School
Band
which he was awarded the
two tone red and silver short wheel hose power steenng power
Items op the agenda include Distinguished Flying Cross.
'
74seekes, ow conditioning tilt steering wheel AM FM rodio. bed
rais tool boo, rolly trO•ee15 steel belted radiol ores one owner
further information on the
Ordered to Vietnam in
new truck trode ,n *Approximately I 7,000 miles
band trip to Knoxville, Tenn.; November 1967, Hudson spent
door to door popcorn sale by tours as the executive officer,
parents on March 17 and 18; MABS-13, VNWA-115 and comKeep That Great Gt.
'
,
,enuine GM Ports
and discussion of other fund manding officers, VMFA-115
1 Group
raising activities.
before being ordered back to.
QUAIJTY
OM
Verde
Max Brandon, president, Cherry Point,' N. C., as G-3
1 Group
MINCE PARTS
urges all parents and in- training officer for the 2d
terested persons to attend the MAW. For his Vietnam serTuesday meeting, and vice, Hudson was awarded a
Values To $20 00
especially the parents of Bronze Star with "V" and 25
641 South
753-2617
eighth grade band members air medals.
who will be taking the trip to
Knoxville.

Council Opposes Bills
For Sunday Liquor Sales

Mrs. Garvis Lee
Dies Today; Rites
Scheduled Friday

Jury Subpoenas Financial Records

Funeral Is Today
For'W. R. Whitis

Hog Market

Masons To Meet
Saturday At Hall

Former Murrayan Is
Promoted By-Marines

4
II

Vernon's Western
Store

Murray Band
Boosters To
Meet Tuesday

41

1

"Boots and Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun"

We accept silver coins, sterling (including flatware) and gold items
in exchange for merchandise allowing the highest prices the market
allows. We also pay cash for gold and silver.

‘5900"

Dress and Casual
Shoes

Dwain Taylor err° 61, nc.

$1100°

Livestock Market
Sal Al, Shopping Cantor
Murray, Konturay

KING'S DEN
LEATHER COATS
Reg
$245 00
$2 1 5 OC
$200
$195 00
5185 00
$180 00
$17500
$16500
5140 00
$1 1 5 00
$11000
$10000
$90 00

MEN'S CLOTHING

Final Clearance On All
Winter Merchandise

Sale
$98.00
$16.00
$10.00
$78.00
$74.00
$72.00
$70.00
$66.00
$55.00
$45.00
$44.00
$40.00
$34.00

SHOES & BOOTS
Reg.

Sole

$65.00
$60.00
$58.00
$57.00
$50.00 .
r $411 00
545 00
543.00 .
542 00

$26.00
$24.00
523.00
$22.10
$20.00
$19:tO
$18.00
$17.20
$16.80

CALL OUT
THE TROOPS
FOR
PROPERTY
PROTECTION

A ER
Reg.

Sole

Sale

Reg.

$42.00
$16.80
$35.00 .
$14.00
$33.50 . .
$13.40
$33.00 . , . . . . $13.20
$32.50 . . . . . . $13.00
$32.00
$12.50
130.00
$12.00
$27.50 .. . . .. $11.00
$26.50 ,„.„„,
$10.60
$1800.

$26.00
$10.40
$25.00-.
$10.00
$24.00
$0.60
.
$23.00 . . . ...... $9.20
$22.00 .
,
$8.80
$21.00 . . . ...... $11.40
$11.00
•.$29.00 •
$19.00 .
$7.60
$18.50
$7.40
$7.20

SUITS

PANTS

Reg.
$175.00
$17000 .
5(6500
$160.00
$150.00
$145.00
$1-410700
$13000
$125.00

Sole
$70.00
$65.00
$44.00
$64.00
$60.00
555.00
$56.00
$32.00
$50.00

Reg.
$46.00
$45.00
$40.00 . .
$38150 .
$37.50 . .
$307007
$27.50

Sale
$18.40
$18.00
$16.00
$15,40
$14.80
. $12,00
$11,00
$10.00

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP (USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves
600; receipts include near 300 head stock
cows for special auction; slaughter
steers and heders untested. cows I 00
higher; butts steady; other classes
steady; few standard apd commercial
slaughter steers 110111535 lb 55 75-59 25;
utility cows 50.00-55.50; high dressing
56.00-59.25; cutter 4700-54.25. few canner and cutter under 800 lb 4500-4700;
slaughter bulls 1500 lb 69.00; 11201380 lb
59.25-65.00; choice 200-300 lb vealers
92.00-97 00; few choice 300 lb calves
85.00; feeder steers medium frame No 1
200-300 lb 95.00.109.50; 300-475 lb 0500.
98.00; medium frame No. 2 450475 lb
70.00-8200; large frame No 2 mostly
HoLsteins 430450 lb 71.01174 00; heifers
medium frame No. 1 360-180 lb 74 7582.00; medium frame No. 2 335-400 lb
70 00-75.00.
Hogs 600; barrows and gdts 25 fur her
1-2 205-235 lb 37 01(137 30, 235-260 lb 36 7537.00; 2 200-250 lb 36 25-36.75; sows
steady: 1-2 350-400 lb 33.00-34.00. 400.450
lb 34.00-35 00; 450-500 lb 3509.33.00. 500.
550 lb 37 00-38 00,few to 33.65, boars uviir
300 lb 30 00.30.25
Sheep 25. untested.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Astthind
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
..
General Care
General Dynamics'
General-Motors- General Tire:..
Goodrich
Goodyear
Hardee&
Ileubletn
1.1i
Jerieo
K-mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's .

-461
35%-k•
776-41
354,1-4
4IP-s unc
.
unc
30'4 unc
P.use
No Trade
72's- oi
- -49'ittine
....
Mum
104-1‘

1 Group
Includes

11141), 180
Mum.
300:s unc
2*4

$300

1 Group
Children's and Men's

Denim
Fleece Lined
Khaki

Jeans
Name Brpnds

Jackets

$500

Values To $50.00

$5-90-$15
Leather Jackets
Fringed Jackets
Leather Coats
1/2
Le

C.

•

Western Shirts

Raines
Children's

T-Shirts
3 pkg

$2°°

Selected Group

Price

Dress Slacks

Leather Vest
1/
/3 of

$
5 and

• All Other Merchandise

304-1•5
..1011b. ha

4

10
_

3 Oftor more (Excluding Western Hats)
•

